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Dll'RODUG'rIOlf .&.ID BlCIGROUID 
A sipifieaatr·. pltase ot the modera ld.gk echool eurrictUUIl is the progrUl 
- , 
ot -speoialiaed pidaace aervices to pltJ)11s. 'The iJapertance or pro'V'idiDg 
personalized. aerneea asa aeaDS of aidiag iDdiT.ifluals to ,grow teward aocial 
and occ1!pa'ti_al. adeq1laC3" i8 beceming more aad. .ore detinitel7 recognized 1q 
ed:a.ca'tors todq. Houroe (1), in diSC.8Sing the literatve in this field, 
giTeS thetel.lcJldDc detiDitien ot- p~sorm.el 8erriees: 
RAs d1:t.fer8i1tiated.'tr_ instruction aDd the 'business aftairs ••• 
stadeat .persanal werk -reters to all aetiYities undertak811 or 
8po~s.red. by aD educational institutioD, aside tr. c'l.11TiCtllar 
: ·u.e1iru~_;'-. ill: which, t'he .8ttt("'~t,$ perCS0l1afdeveJ.opmeat is the 
::.~;.~14~a~ •• 8t.ud"1; per8~ .. ~eabraces' a phil-
08$:Ph7 'ot education which places major emphasis upon development 
of the Udi v.1dual as ,a w~le"":,-hi8 iDtellectual, social, lUra1, 
emoticmal, plltslcal, f rel1g1olla, ,and aestketicdevelop:ilent." 
, . . ( -
Funotioas ot; tlle hip sQhool piiance. program, .as listed. b7 Konree (2), 
iDc1ud.e tlu:'ee phaSes:' 
l.Le,al'iaokg.rOUDi or Setting 
Complll:aorr '9ill.cat.iOD 
Child-labor legislation 
'2. 'Qu.aJatitative Aspects 
Child accountiag 
School cea_ 
'Age-grade, progress, recoris 
.' Other suti.tical studies 
3. Qu.a1itativeAspects-
'C1ual.ati ve iDdividv.al records 
J.ttmdanee probleu, 
Pqehological .... pS7ehiatrie services 
~eld.-- services (social worker, etc.) 
Adequate health services: diapostic and r_edial 
Plae __ t serT.l..ees: ed:a.catioBal and occupational 
Follow-up on pac_eat services 
A.lthough. ,t;Ae, teacher specialize. in nbject instru.ction, with guidance 
2 
experts perforaing. the more technical aspeets of the plIpil personnel prograa, 
Authorities in the field generally agree that oooperati va plaDo' ng aDd fre-
quent evalutions serve to urich and expand tU pregram. of pupil peraODllel. 
onsin of st •• This st.u.,. d.eals with pupU personnel prograu within the . 
individual j1U1ior ad senior high schoolso:! Bal.t Lake C:l:tY', ad. repr8.eD'ts a 
aaapliDg o:! attitudes aid opinions regardiag certain phases of the pidance 
services now operating in the pelle schools. 
The stud.7 eTolvecl ira a nggestion made 8,. ODe of the .".1.1 stratiye 
offioers to the effect tliat GAn evaluation of the guidaace serTices may prove 
a real contri.8.1;ien to the ·Salt Lake 01 t7 school qst •• II 
terwarcl in developiq and expandiJag pupil l!ferrinnel, services:, ther. has appar-
ent3.7 'been no specificeval1latien at tea.chers .. or, .i;~d.ents. 1 tltesis written 
by' Phelon J. Male.t (3) in 1947, ,ude an anal7sis at ci11ties pert.mad by' 'the 
cou:aaelers'in the secoalar;r sCAools of Salt Lake City, as compared with those 
thq thought theJr .htAUd, be perforaing. 'I~ Me nv.d7, personal interviews 
were held with vice-priuiplL.,' 8_s.lor's~ 8.nd"d.~aJl8. 
ID.-ell u teacher-evaluatioDS' seemed. 't. be lacking, it was decidecl that 
a saJlpling of opinien fro. a facu.lty point of view ..... a JUans o:! eva1u.ating 
aspect a of the gaLiaDce servi.e. w~tkiD the schools, should prove valuable. 
Purpose of it..,_ The purpose of the st1ld7 was to aeasure attitudes and 
,opiDicms iii relatten to asp .. ts ~::the pupil per.oDe]. services Dew being 
offered ill \·t1le •• co--r:r scl10ela of Salt Lake. Cit,.. 
Theprebl_ eJIl;todied in this stud.7: To ascertain t.eacher 
awareness, of a_aptahle pic1aDce prerlsiens and practices,. in teras ot certain 
. objective cri~er.t.af and- to" iaaple coJtpara1;ive opiDions of principals, deans, 
OftDBeler.,t aDd .t"~8ralatiT •. ~~."he ext, •• t to which. the proviIJias anci 
praotices ax;e operatiag in the iIldirldlla1 junior and senior high s.mool. of 
Salt Lake CiV. 
3 
Jletl\edGleq Ellplmd. ~ ~" - EJal~~~.D was deteraiDed by means of a Cheokliat., 
nblI1.tted. to the entire taC1llt;r st each high school in tne publica.hool 
-qat-. It ... a tile Clleeldist were assembled after oar.tal aaal78es of pres-
ent· pidance practices 8nd polioies in the Salt Lake CitY' sch •• ls, nppl_anted 
bY' ealJ"Se. of practiees re .... ended bY' the tellowing criteria: 
. state ProgramS: calif"nda 
Colorado 
Ccmnecticl1t 
Hilma.ota 
Utah 
Washington 
City ITegramss 1. tlanta, Georgia 
Ft. Wa)'l1e, Indiana 
Oakl,and, California 
Experts in the Field: 
New Bedford, !&saacbusetts 
PortlaDd, Oregon 
s,raeuse, lew York 
Canton, Oklo 
A •• ncaa COlJDcl1 OIl Etil1cation (1&.) 
Coop. Stuq of Secondar.r School Standards (5) 
Er1Ck8~ aDd. Smith (6) 
Super, 1)onald E. (7) 
Jones, A. J. (8) 
StraRg, Ruth (9) 
Kefa.ver &lld. Hand (10) 
Froelich, C. P. (ll) 
A comparison of practices -.bodied in cit,. aDd state programs, and. ree .... 
mended bY' aut110rities on pidance, reveaJ.ed that while sae cities are more 
- higbl)r organised and boast lIOre ad.equate nt1lIIber of persennel than the others, 
the Baae general pattern is in force throughout the United States. 
As tile Checklist was COllstructed,sOJIe 'basic ideas evolved froll the liter-
ature of authorities in the field, guiied the compilatiGD of the list: 
1. Kem'lters ot the school staft should kave a cOlI'IUn under-
r' 
stand.iD.g of the ph1losop!v' of its pupil personnel program. 
2. Coop~at1Te plaMipg and guided participation by the entire 
staff eJm:i.ehes and eDlarges the guiduce services. 
3. Teachers should be sensitized to the purposes, objectives 
. and~.ti_ of the prograa; ad. ;t;o··,tthe needs of pupils. 
'f, '# ~. '  
h. Cont:i..tmOUsly-cOliStractive ~Til. ... ti.J!l. b,. acJm1 n1 stra tors, 
teachers, and students regardinc ali aspects of the prograa 
are nec~i~ to,~. expauion and ·impreveaent of the service. 
S. Ult~teaiu andobjective~ of the gaidance prop-am should. 
be~'clear17 'il'Q.derm)eci by l~~.e ~t~e school staff. 
6 • .in adequate DOber ot well-qualitied, experienced personnel--
with peri.nal:L~ies well nited· to the job~e essent18:L to 
the program. ~ 
7. The pidaDce serneea JI11st meetpupU needs peeuliar to the 
specific locale of the 8olloo1. ' 
8. Adequate space, equipment, materials, films, supplies, testing 
facilities, etc., are essential to a successfUl program. 
9. The pidance program should include an etteatiye placeaent 
and follow-up service to all students: (a> ed:aeatienal; ad. 
(b> occupational. 
10. Gtrl.daDce directors should npplJr teachers with ClUTent, use-
ful, .1Dfermat.ive·mater1ala which will a1d in develop:lng ability-
to recopize iIlCH:r.td:a.al ..... ·for couueling and which assist 
in btd' dj D, papil attitudes' that enable 1ndi vidu.als to Tolun~ 
tarily seek cOlUlSeling. ' 
11. The pidaDee adliia:Latrators should orgmze and test.er worth-
while in-sernce· ... catioD prograas tor teachers. 
12. PronaioD. s,hGuld be made for the eOllfideatial chaJmeliDg ot 
pupU inforJlatien to ·teachers wbicllldll prOJlote better 
under~tandillgs ot, aDd assistance to, cb:JJdren with probl-.s. 
Areas _led in the Stw1l. The 16 Items listed in the Checld.1st ued tor 
this study incl.. a representa ti va samp1inc of the gu.icl.anee serri.ces in the 
following areas: 
1. OrgaDizatien and' admjn:JatratieD of the program. 
2. It_ relating to the e_selor. . 
3. Gu1dance-adwripi stratar, teacher relationships. 
4. student adjus~t inveritor.f. 
, ,These 45 Items attempted to' obtam. allsw,ers to. specific. questions, such a~ 
the following: 
1. Are the guidance services functioning in a realistic manner 
within the respective schools? 
2. Is the, guidance prosram ·in .each 'school rendering optimum 
service to pupils insofar a~ facilities, 'personnel and time' 
permit? 
3. Do the programs, as set. up at present, renect tbedemocratic 
cooperative efforts ot ad:m.iDistrators; teachers and pupils? ' 
4. Do Salt Lake City program~ measure up favorably in the light 
of acceptable standards as set up PY' the Coopera.tive Study of 
Secondary Scho9l Stan,dar<is? . 
5. Are. there specific areas ill the :programs which need' strength-
emng, broadening or re<Drganizing? 
6. Do the pr0grams stimulate 'the: students in deVeloping the 
&hili ty to make wise decisipns and chqices ,and toward becom-
ing iDcreasingly self-prope;L1ing?" 
7. Do the programs include vital c;oncern -Jdth . preventive as well, 
as remedial practices? ' .' 
8. Are iitdividuaJ. profUes and records interpreted 'and used 'wis~ly 
and pro!itab17 by all stat! .. members; is the, use of the secfogram 
understood and emplO1'8d as a valuable means of guidance? 
9. Do teacher committees meet regularly' with ~d.ence personnel 
to evaluate policies and tecbzdques, with a vin to broadening 
and strengthening ·the program? 
10. Are t:eachers supplied with info~tion anel, materials which 
assist· them in giving group and individual guidance according 
to needs? 
While the limitation of the Checklis~ mstlwd of answering ,these and, other vital 
questiom8 is recognized, this thesis may prove a useful means of beginning a 
committee st~whieh would,' Obv1ousl7, answer'them more speci£ic~. The 
Evaluative Criteria issued, by the American C(l)uncU on Education (12) has been ' 
employed with mach success by ~ school s,rstems. 
Checklist Returns. All regu.la.rly-employed teachers in the junior and senior 
5 
" 
" 
high schools of Salt Lake City public schools were asked to participate in 
this study. As a comparative check, the principals, deans and couns~lors 
were also asked to cooperate. The mean percentage of response to the Check-
list, from the eight schools in~l'u.ded in the discussion, was 78.5 per cent. 
A beginning analysis of responses to the Checklist Items indicated a 
6 
. marked difference of opinion existing between theadministra tors of the vari-
ous guidance programs and the teachers in the secondar,y schools. Interestingly 
enough, while those in direct charge of the services indicate a somewhat high 
opinion rating regarding the operation of the various aspects sampled, the 
teachers do not appear to share the same view in tna.n1' instances • 
. ,-
BRIEF· HISTORICAL SKErCHQF 
DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE, SERVICES 
Na tional Development. By 1902--a period of general educational revolt and 
reform toward rre~' public education in Europe--.America was already beginning 
to -think in terms of individual counseling for all ne~ pupils. Jessie B. 
" . 
Davis of Grand Rapids, Michigan (13), had devoted four years to this phase of 
pupil adjustment; and in 1907, as Principal of Central High, he included guid-
7 
ance as a recognized part of the sehool program. In 1912 , Hr. Davis was given 
an appointment as Vocational Guidance Director for the entire city system. 
From a study made by Lucia McGrath (14), it is learned that the first 
student to receive the Diploma of Dean ,of Women, in conjunction with her M. S • 
. Degree, was enrolled in Teachers College, Columbia University in 1913-14. 
, . 
A:8pot . surVey (15),j.n ·1944r , indicates. that ~JIarilrd University set up a 
progr~' ~f tr~g· for guid~~e"in 1916. "By 1924, organized programs of 
training for pupil personnel worxhad'Deen instituted by the University of 
Minnesota, the, Bureau of p~rs~nnel,,',"'dministt:ation ot New York, Bryn Mawr 
College, University ot Washington, and the University of Wisconsin. 
Early concept,s. of pupil p$rsonnel in the public schools were more or 
less limited to vocational guidance--a need pointed up by World War I. Stem-
ming from 'this st~i, a more scientific trend evolved as "the ps,rchologists 
and sociologists took the helm. When World War II again opened the floodgates 
. of industry, scientific procedure developed rapidly and screening took a new 
turn; emotional, mental and physical health, interests and aptitudes became 
coupled with nmax:imwa production." The schools followed the trend. ot industry. 
Today, such terms as vocational guidance, counseling, ps,rchological testing, 
,Q • 
profile and personal inventory .x-e common17 understood in the homes ot America. 
Vocational guidance has become but one phase of the ~-faceted pupil personnel 
program in the high school of today. 
Developm.ent in Salt' 'Lake, City. There appear to be no records concerning the 
earliest development of guidance as a part o~' the curriculum in Salt Lake City 
public schools. Perhaps a real need was recognized in 1905 when Mr. Alma C. 
Clayton was appointed full-time Truant Officer; and the utah State Compulsory 
SChool Attendance Law, in 1919, (16), no doubt presented a glaring need for person-
alized counseling and guidance. 
~ Annual Report .2! !h! ~ ~ City Board .2f Education, 1928-29 (17), 
carried the following message from the Superintendent of Schools: 
ft ••• guidance is alw~s a cooperative matter in which the final 
outcome and decision, the acceptance or rejection rests not 
with the guide, 'but with the individual guided." 
,In 1929" a teacher designated as -matron" was appointed in the senior bighschools 
to assist girls with their personal and social problems, and the Annual Report (18) 
carried the following announcement: 
nA plan :for the conservative use of objective tests and measurements 
was adopted preliminar,y to the openiBg of schQolsin September, 1929. 
This program involved thegiTing of one mental test from the Central 
Office in Grades 3 J 5, 7 .and 9; deferring ether Grades for consider .. 
ation another year. Three to four standard tests of achievement in 
selected subjects were to be given by the principals and teachers in 
their respective school buildings ••• no school executive tod~ can 
mow his school well~_enough to deal intelligently' in classification 
and adjustments of individuals without considerable knowled.ge and use 
of scienttficobjective teats." 
The year 1929 also saw the initiation ot the ten-minute advisor,y claas--held 
separate from other classes. Recommendation was made that an introductor,r sub-
ject of' "lit'e occupations" be added in the 7th Grade, where it would serve to 
arouse interest in the activities of modern ·life and planning for the fu~ure. 
The first month ot the school :rear was to be devoted to a close check in an effort 
'(.J i 
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. to determine whether, in the I case of each pupil, there was eorrectplacement 
insGf'ar as subject. and ability grouping were concerned. 
The personnel .of the Truant Office had now extended quite materially, and 
. titles were changed and. added--with the changing modes of education-';'To Attendance 
, 
Officer, Visiting Teacher, and Schoo~ Social Worker. 
In 1932-33, the following statement appeared in the Amlual Report (18): 
" ••• it has seemed desirable that a better coordination of the 
work now Being done in. the Census Department, The, Attendance 
Department, and the PsychologicaJ. Clinic could be worked. out. 
Accordingly, a single Departaent of Personnel was recommended 
for the following year, to bring about this unification." 
Mention was also made of the desirability of extending the lip-reading service, 
the dental clinic, and vision testing through the 7th Grade. Uniform health cards 
were adopted. 
As recommended, the Department of Pupil Personnel came into existence in 
July, 1933, with Mr. Arch M. Thurman as Director. At this time; a plea was made 
tor the gnidance prGgram in the high. schools-especiall.y' to discover student 
potentialities ~ life-adjustment as related to vocational education. The 1934-
35 Annual Report (19) carried the following ,statement: 
·Chi1d guidance ••• includes service to children who do not fit well 
into regttlar sehool organization. Planning for this.group involves 
such factors as ps,ychological tests, visiting teach~~ork, contact 
with parents, case-study of previous school and home situat.ions, en-
vironm.ental faet9rs, Qon4uc~ and in~erest. If d ,---, . 
", i. ' . ' 
Present-day, gU1ddce .'lias extend:ed tIle serttce in an effort to serve ALL . children-
although, of course,. t~ maladjJ1S~~ are. still of special conce~. 
World War II brought to Salt Lake City-, as thrQughout the count17, a great 
- ,- . 
. demand for guidance 'and counse1ing--particularly in the vocational area,_ A vo-
cational ceunselor was appointed in, each senior high school, in addition to the 
Dean of Girls and Dean of Be,rs. 
As the more scientific trend in counseling s.ervice developed, the term 
..", !. 1 
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flvocationallt,was eventually dropped from the counselor title; in some instances 
the title ndeann has been replaced by that of Ifcounselorff, although the junior 
high schools employ the "counselor" title city-wide. .Each senior high school 
in the city system now has three full-time guidance directors; each junior 
high school employs at least one counselor. Senior high school teachers, as 
a general rule, have a one-hour consultation period to be used for individual 
student help, parent consultation, paper work, etc. and the advisory class is 
a fifteen-minute extension of the first period class. 
Although finance has always been a problem in the Salt Lake City public 
school system, the pupil personnel department under the direction of Mr. Arch 
M. Thurma.ri., ~ st~dily' expanded. .Fi~e I, Page 10, pictures the total 
organiza tion' today';:"'-wmch still leaves much to be desired by way of personnel, 
as evidenced. by Table 1 (page 12) listing the campara ti ve guidance-division 
personnel of Sal t I:.a.~e City and Rqchester, New York public school systems for 
. '" . ~ 
the school year 1950-51. 
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'!able 1. Comparative gliidance":'division organization charts--Rochester, New 
."_0,. ,_,"'M York and Salt La Oi Boards of Ftlucation 1950-51 
ROCHEST1!?, Nl!W YO:RK:( 20 SALT UK!.; .CITY, UTAH 
Coordinator, Guidance Service~, 
Director, Vocational ~ucation 
and Guidanpe 1 . 
Consul tAnt,' 'Speech" 'Department 
6 Speech Correctionists 
Senior Consultant, Test & Research 
Consultant, Parent Education 
Senior Consultant 
Director, Attendance & Census 
52 Special Teachers 
1 Audiologist & Opthalmogist 
1 Orthopedist 
5 Physiotherapists 
Chief Conaultant, Home and School 
12-3/5 Counselors 
Chief Consultant, Psychol. Service 
14 Psychologists 
1 Music Psychologist 
Psychiatrist - Director of Child 
Guidance Clinic 
1 Psychiatrist, part-time 
Chief Psychiatric Social Case Worker 
16 Advisers 
30 Counselors 
Total • • • • • • •••• 152-3/5 
' .. 
Superintendent of Schools 
Director" Pupil Personnel Dept. 
1 Speech Therapist 
1 Lip-reading Specialist 
Test Coordinator 
Director, Adult Education 
Director of Curriculum 
Child Accountant 
6 Visiting Teachers 
1 Vision & Hearing ~miner 
6 Social Workers, Home and School 
I Clinical Psychologist 
(Services of Utah Child Guidance 
(Center, University of Utah Medi-
(cal School - Clinical Staff of 12 )-;~ 
(Guidance Center accepts refer-
(rals from Dept. of Pupil Personnel 
(involving psychiatric help to 
(pup:i.ls)-~ 
17 Deans and Counselors· 
Total • • •• • • • • • • 39 
(plus above-.noted services) 
School populations (20a): Rochester, New York • • • • Total· 33,824 
11,639 
Salt Lake City, Utah • • • 
{~ervices not rennmera ted by" Board of Education 
High School 
Total 
High School 
35,708 
12,209 
Pc. :ug;;:: ..-' -.. -- ;-. 
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LITERATURE REVI»l 
Related ··Studies. in Utah. 
Ell vert Biram Rilles. An evaluation of student- personnel services at the 
Brigham Young University is discussed by Mr. Himes (21) in a doctoral disser-
tation written in 1950. This evaluation attempted to measure the services 
which had been in effect for a four-year period, to determine whether or not 
the organization and administration ot the personnel department w~e function-. 
ing effectively from the point ot view of students and facultY' members; also 
to provide a basis from which to direct further study and build more a(iequa~e1y 
a program to meet expanding demands for the service. Questionnaires were sub-
mitted to' 1200 student~ (-300 frOlt each -~l.a~-year.);_and all active faculty 
m.embers received one identical in nature. Individuals were asked to state their 
opinions bY' checking under "Yes, t1 -.No,a or ft?'1 indicating awareness of, and 
" ......... 
utilization of;'- $~,ees: oYfered .1,)' -th~ school. The following areas were includ-
ed in the final questionnai;r;-e: -
1. Previous school ~xperi~nce and reactions 
2. Aptitudes:and abilities 
3. Home and· community . background 
4. Goals and purposes; vocational and nQn-vocational 
5. Interests, likes or dislikes 
6. Social development and adjustment-
1. Emotional status 
8 • Health record 
9. Economic and financial status 
Conclusions :revealed that persistent effort has been made by Brigham Young 
University to keep abreast with acceptable standards. Specifications of the 
criteria seem to have been met satisfactorily in twelve of the areas studied: 
counseling, housing,~·-orientation, group activities, recreational ,activities, 
religious activities,' extra-service relationships, administration and org~z-
UTAH STATE AGRICULTU~AL COLLEGE 
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ation, inter-service relationships, 'staff participation in planning and polie,r-
making activities, student partioipation in administration, and personnel staff. 
'Seven areas investigated did not sufficiently possess qualities and char-
aeteristics necessary to·m.eet established criteria by which they were judged: 
admissions, studaa~ personnel records, health, part-time employment, post-
college employj:b.ent .. marriage counselingj. and evaluation. 
In. the doubtful category as to whether or not criteria was being met were: 
remedial services, discipline, financial aid, and foreign students. 
Phelan Joseph Malouf •. In a study of job analysis of the counselors in the 
Salt Lake City Schools, 1947 jMr. Malouf (22) undertook to determine the :rollow-~ 
ing: 
1. What the counselors 'in the public secondar,y schools 
of Salt Lake City aetual.ly do in their work. 
2. What these counselors thought they should be doing. 
" 
3. What guidance and educa.tional.-authorities in Utah 
thought the counselors in the secondar,y schools 
should be doing. 
Findings of the study ~~. presented on the basis' ot' t.he responses from 
counselors and authorities, as fOllG~s: 
1. The work performed by the counselors varied from school to 
school, and froll eeuaselor.to counselor •. 
2. It was agre~ by the:'e_elors 'that they shouldbe doing' 
most olthe things which they actually were doing. However, 
they felt that such duties as superviSing halls', handling 
discipl~e problems, supervising lunch programs, etc., should. 
not enter into the:ir work to any degree. 
3. In general, there was agreement between what the counselors 
reported actually doing and what the authorities in the field. 
thought they-should be doing. 
4. The counselors employed in the Salt Lake Ci ty school~ were, 
on the whole, not trained specifieall7 to serve as counselors 
but were appointed to the position from the teaching status. 
5. Much of the training the counselors had was unrelated to the. 
. j 
counseling areas. 
Conclusions: 1. The work ot the counselor differs tram that of the teacher 
and principal in many ways. 
2. Counselors do not have adequate time to counsel students. 
3. Testing services offered by the counselors are inadequate. 
4. Follow-up servic8130ffered by the counselors are inadequate. 
5. Duties performed by the counselors are different from those 
they trained to perform while at college. 
Evaluative Studies in the Field. 
w. E. Moser. In an evaluation of' the guidance program by means of a student' 
check list in the Pittsburg Public Schools" Moser (23) arrived at the following 
conclusions regarding the,t particular school: 
a) The classroom teachers ,are required to furnish assistance 
in many guidance actiVities. 
b) ~ck ~t .perso~el, is -only ~ ,relativ~ly justifiable excuse. 
c) There should be a de~iQite assignment and division of guidance 
duties and ,responsibilities in·the school. 
d.) It the items as ,listed are of· par_ount importance in any sound 
. : .. ed:q.cati.,naJ. prqgram, ,the pers,annel as f'tU-nished must so plan 
." tliedr responsibilities' as to supplY" the needed counseling oppor-
tunities. 
e) Advisors should have more time and training as to their guidance 
responsibilities. . ' 
Wm. J. Nolan. In a survey 9t practices now employed by various states in 
meeting pupil adjustment needs, Nolan (24) lists the following urgent functions 
which should be'. provided. by the high school personnel: 
1. Plan with the individual student his high school program to fit 
his abilities, interests, aptitudes and. needs. 
2. Assist stuci'en'f;;s. to become interested and well-adjusted members 
of their student body. 
3. Evaluate with the student his individual cumulative school record. 
4. Evaluate and counsel each student concerning his cumulative achieve-
.' ment test scores J. aptitude test resul tS'J ,interest inventories and 
personality test scores. 
5. Inform each student as to his general mental ability and advise 
him as to ',its application"in'the selection of school programs and 
his after school career. ' 
6. 'ij81p student solve perB~na1 problems concerning his personality, 
emotional beh~nQ:r' and', social life. ,in oooperation with each in-
dividual student. ' 
7 ~ Counsel with students individually concerning a well-rounded 
evaluation of his personality and how it can be developed. to be-
come a well-adjusted individual. 
8. Make proviSion for instructions and supervision of effective 
study habits. 
Recommendations: 
I. Advisors should be responsible for students' high school academic 
adjustments. The student should not be actua.lly informed of his IQ, but 
advisor should give him a general idea of his maximum mental aptitude; 
should go over with him, at least once a year, all the information contained 
in his folder which will help him to better self-evaluations. 
2. T'eachers should be urged to conduct vocational information and 
guidance projects in connection with regular class work; conduct interest 
and personality tests, aptitude tests and standardized achievement tests. 
Should also inform students of their test results. 
3. other duties and responsibilities should be allocated as the needs 
arise and are recognized as definite objectives. 
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Vernon C. Lingren. In an, eValuation of In-Service Activities, Lingren (25) 
found that real life problems of individual students receive more attention in 
the schools today and are studied more 'thoroughly b,y teachers, because a fuQc-
tional viewpoint is being ,developed by an increasing number of teachers. 
Individual differences are now given practical, not just theoretical consider-
ation. .An eValuation islmorevaluable when it employs cooperative participation 
of pupils, parents and teachers. The local envirollIllent is considered as a 
labora tory in which to study real life problems. 
Since the people who actu.ally" plan arid execute the program. ot in-service 
education are the ones who will grow the most, it is ,desirable thatl'respons-
ibili"t;: be widely' distributed among staff members. Specific objectives should 
be set up 'as :Jmnediate goals; long-time objectives should be as specific.as 
17 
possible. 'llli.e program that encourages participation by the greatest number of 
teachers and school officials will prove to be the most valuable one. 
Fowler and Nelson. A survey of interest in a proposed extension service in 
guidance, by Fowler and Nelson (26) "revealed that 63% of the principals in the 
central.schools of New York state were primarily'interested in the organization, 
administra tion, and supe:r:-vision ·of guidance programs. Thirty-six per cent 
were concerned about educational and occupational lnformation; the rank order of 
interest, frOm highest to lowest was: 
1. Organiza tion, administration and supervision of . 
guidance programs 
2. Group guidance activities 
3. Appraisal 
4. Informatfon about pupils 
5. Placement and follow-up 
6.· Counseling methods 
7. Educational and· occupational information 
Fred M. Fowler. A survey made throughout the State of utah during the 
school year 1948-49 by Mr. Fred M. Fowler (27) ~eveals that 83 persons were 
assigned to regular counseling duties. Of this mmiber, 14 held a five-year 
certificate; 20 held a 2-year provisional certificate; 9 held a letter of 
special authorization; and 40 had no. COlmse1ing credentials. Of the total 
number, only 12 held full-time counseling assignments. 
Ernest O. Melby. In a discussion on the "expert" in leadership, Dr. Melby 
(28). cites the "e:xpert" as one who knows how to release the creative talents 
of those with whom he works. The two major tasks in the application of creative 
.. leadership are: (1) determination of needed educational programs; and (2) put-
ting the programs into effect. Gocid education has not been achieved until one 
has brought about the fullest p,?ssible release of creative talents. In order 
to accomplish thiS, one must forget nself" and think about others and what is 
best for them--help individual~ to" gain. So" sense of their own worth in relation 
" . 
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to goals that are meaningful •. Two main sources of £ru.stration aIJ10ng teachers 
are: (1) the feeling of administrative pressure, and (2) overstress on economy. 
All organizations should seek to allot freedom with responsibilit,y. Melby 
suggests the following ways to streamline the administration and organization: 
1. Make it ea~ for te~ch~rs'to see tp.,ose who pass final judgment 
2. 
on a proposal 'or procedure. ' 
Speed up approval procedve;s so tha,t the ,,~erimental proposals 
can be put into operation 8J.m.ost at once~; " 
3. Reduce the nmnber of· decisions,' lJia,de' bY, the. central office, leaving 
teachers more discretion. 
4. Choose administrators in terms of their'capacity for releasing 
creative talent. By-pass rea.ctioBaries; choose simple, inventive, 
creative, warm-hearted generous pe,gp~e for administrative positions. 
Barohal and Brammer. An evaluation on "What do freshmen'think of the1r 
high school counseling?" was made at stanford University by Barahal and 
Brammer (29) in 1950, by use of the permissive-confidential interview. The 
chief advantage attached to this technique was that it permitted auditory and 
visual observation of the feelings expressed. Of the 100 students interviewed, 
all stood above the high school senior-average in scholastic aptitudes and were 
from a rather high socio-economic level. The following facts were revealed: 
2.0 felt that they had received complete guidance service in 
high school. 
9.5 had received testing service and test interpretation. 
15.5 had received testing service, but no interpretation. 
44.5 had received occasional advice and group guidance. 
28.5 had received no guidance of aQY sort. 
Student ratings of the high school guidance program were as follows: 
Findings: 
Excellent 2 
Good 7 
Fair 21 
Poor 23 
Definitely Harmful 1 
No rating 46 
, (due to no ·counseling) 
1. The majority of students interviewed were unhappy with the high 
school program. 
I 
2. They desired In?r8 ~xpert int&-pretati:on of tests given them. 
3. Desired more occupational ~ormation an4 guidance. 
4. Desired opportunity- to discuss their plans in a permissive 
interview with a trained ~o~e~ot. 
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San Francisco Public Schools. The Depar~ent of Pupil Personnel (30) of the 
San Francisco public school system lists fourteen,,~ortant fundamentals of an 
effective guidance program: 
1. Guidance should be considered as a Vi tal function which permeates 
the whole educational program, not as something added to ~ already 
over-crowded schedule. 
2. The guidance service should grow out of, and be carefully adapted 
to, the needs of the school it is to serve. 
3. All members of the administration and faculty, as well, as students, • 
should be encouraged to become guidance-conscious, and each should 
have a part in the program. 
4. The character of the existing personnel of the school should be 
considered carefully in the determination of the ~e of guidance 
organization to be established. 
5. There should be a program for assuring the proper school adjustment 
of all students--~ticipatory and preventive problem-solving, plus 
appropriate remedial activities wherever needed. 
6. Continui~ 'of contact between the counselor or teacher-counselor and 
, his counse1ees is the keynote of effective guidance. 
7. Those who are expected to guide students nmst have an opportunity 
for regular group contacts with their advisees, as well as sufficient 
time to hold the essential individual conferences. 
8. Information about students is primary, and information about educa-
tional and vocational opportunities is secondary--though both are 
exceedingly important. 
9. An adequate program of testing--mental, achievement, reading, prog-
nostic interest and aptitude--is necessary for effective guidance. 
10. An adequate cumulative record system is essential. 
li. Provision should be made for long-term planning by students in the 
secondar,y school. Otherwise, there may be haphazard choice of 
subjects, curricula, and ,goals. 
"' 
12. The guidance prQgram should p~ovide for, 1lle development of desirable 
civic, ethical, and social attitudes in students, along with the 
--- - -- r._ __ -. - ........... - .. ---~-""""-r", ______ :--' ,.-_ 
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oppor~unit,y for their practice in school situations; it should encourage, 
also, worthy and intelligent leadership and ufellawshiptt. 
13. Definite plans should be made for continuous in-service improvement 
and for cooperative study and planning b1 guidance personnel, each 
school setting up its own in-service plan. 
14. Definite provisions should be made for careful eValuation of guidance 
activities and outcome. 
Ru th Strang. A study on "Why guidance programs fail and succeed," by Ruth 
Strang (31), lists positive and negative approaches in building a guidance 
program. On the negative side, types of programs· that have failed include: 
1. Vision without ways and means of making the program a reality is 
of little value., Leadership is needed in order to develop ways 
of studying pupilS and of making adjustments. 
2. Creating a special class for guidance activities; example: 45 min-
utes twice a week. If there is no felt need, there is no cooperative 
planning. 
3. Adequate courls.elor,b:u:~ .~dequate '·c~ifi~ti.~~:,cr.~tes' ~ealousies • 
. 4. Dependence upon authority rather than upon the education of the 
entire staff. 
5. Pushed program ahead toe> fast.; too little . attention to personal 
relationships and long-range plan.trlitg. ; .. ! • . . 
6. Poorly-trained guidance officers; waste of time and money. 
Positive aspects that contribute to success of a. program. ·are: 
1. Study the local situation; begin where teachers, pupils, and parents 
are. Program must fit the situation. 
2. The guidance program must grow through. the coopera ti ve efforts of 
everyone involved. 
3. Provide unified, expert leadership: 
a. . suitable personality, training and experience 
b.. supply accurate, up-to-date information 
c. make con~acts which will release community resources 
to meet the needs of the individual pupils 
d. recognize individual differences among faculty members 
as well as in children; possess taqt and patience 
4. Provide information, demonstrations and concrete educational aid~; 
assist entire staff in developing the persormel point of view and 
procedures. 
The teacher is in a position to give much .informal guidance; to help students 
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fulfill their potentialities and enjoy success.' Provision should be made for 
worthwhile in-service training of administrators, counselors, and teachers. 
Some' ~uggested pl~· 'far ,guidance are: 
- -
1. centrBlized plari:' specialt-stt s· work is directly with student. 
2. Counselor plan: specialist works largely with and through counselor. 
3. Teacher-c01insel0f' 'plan:, 'specialist! s role is one of leadership 
of teachers. 
, , ,,:1', " 
The latter plan: is, ','Of course,' the' aneto' be preferred for it has the advantage 
of unifying guidance, ~r·icul:um, and instruction. The school must have admin-
istrative flexibilit,y, expert leadership and teachers qualified by personality 
as well as training. 
Public Relations Survezs. 
Arthur C. Hearn. The following quotation taken from "Our Public Relations 
Agents: Pupils and Teachers ll (32) holds nmch wisdom: 
"Public relations ••• becomes a two-way process, a two-way exchange 
of ideas between the school and the various individual groups which 
the school attempts to serve. ~veryday contacts involving inter-
action between pupils, teachers and other school emplqyees, parents 
and other members of the communit,r ••• so conceived, becomes ••• 
continuous, comprehensive and intrinsic to the entire school program. If 
National Second!EY ~ucationAssociation. A surve.y of 4,000 parents over 
the nation, conducted by the National Secondar,y Education Association (33) 
revealed that there was practically no difference between fathers and mothers 
in their knowledge of the schools, nor between parents of var,ying educational 
levels; the amount of mowledge which parents had concerning the school was 
direct~ proportional to the length of their child's attendance • 
• 
Charles A. Boardmann. From a personal interview with Dr. Boardmann (34) 
it was learned that the Uni versi ty of Minnesota obtains permis si ve interviews 
with freshman students regarding high school guidance in the following manner: 
Principals and counselors from the various high schools are invited to meet 
.' 
'" 
.,.' , f-, 
former students at a tea given by the University, the main purpose being for 
administrators to query students as to their reactions to bigh school and 
college guidance. Evaluation meetings are held by administrators later, 
followed by workshdp};:;activi ties. 
San Francisco Public Schools. The following criteria developed out of a 
guidance conference, representing the group~thinking of teachers, counselors 
and principals in. San Francisco (35). They- were suggested as an aid in 
arriving at some sort of eValuation of a guidance_program: 
1. -The needs·of each pupil are determined. 
2. . The chief interests of each pupil are determined. 
3.. The abilities of each pupil are determined. 
4. Each pupil's program is definitely planned in terms of his 
interests, -needs, and his abUi ties. 
5. Each pupil is made defin! tely aware of his special abilities. 
6. Bach pupil is induoed to think in terms of proficiencies and 
not in terms -of "marks." 
-7 •. Each pupil is made to feel that-he is steadily achieving. 
8. A ~se folder of each pupil is made available to each teacher. 
9. Each teacher learns enough about each pupil to gi va genuine 
educational guidance. 
10.· The criteria for measuring the efficiency of instruction are 
the'proficiencies acquired-by-the pupils. 
11. IndiVidual: instruotion is provided whenever necessary. 
12. Each pupil is made aware of the importance of right att;i.tu.des 
and right habits. - . 
13. Each pupil becomes teacher-minded ra tber than subject-minded. 
14. Each teacher becomes pupiltt-minded rather than subject-minded. 
15. Life-career classes are provided. 
16. Placement service is provided. 
17.- Cooperative -courses are provided. 
18. Teachers are assigned to coordination work • 
. 19. Adequ~te proviSions are made for pupil-teacher interviews. 
20. Every teacher feels that she has a part in the guidance program. 
21. A thorough understanding of each pupil by- each teacher is 
definitely stressed. 
22. The guidance program is .a- practical means of integrating the 
school program. 
Dr. Edwin A • . Lee. The following suggestions were made by Dr. Lee (36) 
. -
a.s criteria for evaluating the gUidance ·program: 
1. _:- Is tber~ plfovision-£or· gathering information concerning community 
ihdust:ri,s ·-and. occupatiOns? 
" 4,..,"' ,1" :." 
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2. Is ther~ provision forpublisJlj.ng,. in some form, information 
concerning occupational opportunities? 
J. Is there provisipn for publishing, in ,some form, information 
concerning opportunities for vocational education? 
4. Are there definitelY organized classes in occupations for 
high school pUpils? ' 
5. Is there a system' of child accounting which brings together in 
a coun$elorts office adequate 'educational, ps,rehological, and 
social data~concerning the pupils to.becounseled? 
6. Is there a Ifbrar,y of vocational guidance literature accessible 
to the starf? Is it adequate and up to date? 
7. Is the staff -kept inf,orm.ed as new material and experiments 
become available? 
8. Is there a vocational shelf readily accessible to the pupils of 
junior and senior high school age? 
9. Is there provision for adequate individual counseling? 
10. Is there proviSion for an integrated program of industrial arts 
education? 
11. Is the junior high school shot ~hrough with the idea of orienta-
tion, or is it just a prepatory school for the senior high? 
12. Is there provision for capitalizing after-school and vacation 
work in terms of vocational guidance values? 
13. Is there proviSion for capitalizing extra-curricular activities 
in terms of vocational guidance values? 
14. Is there a placement div1:sion, and do the cOUnselors work in 
close cooperation with this diviSion? 
15. Is there proViSion fer ad.jutroent, of workers after placement? 
16. Are careful employment' records kept? 
17. Is there a well thought-out program ·of follow-up? 
18. Is there thorough cooperation with the vocational education sta.f'f? 
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19. Is theJ"e ,a'progr~ Of. upgrading and training for the counseling staff? 
", ,~, ,~ , '. . 
c. P. Froelich. ;t:n ~a. -review:'of th~'~iterature on eva.luating gaidance pro-
cedures, EDaelich (37) states that eValuation is the key to progress and 
, -.~ '. I' '." • 
........ -
offers the foJ.l6Wing.classifica~ion of methods: 
1. External criteria; the do-you-do-this? method. 
2. Follow-up, the what-happened-then? method. 
3. Client opinion, the what-do-you-think? method. 
4. Expert opinion, the "Information Please" method. 
S. Specific techniques, _ the little-by-little method. 
"6. Within-group-changes, the before and after method. 
7. Between group changes" the whatl s the difference? method., 
All are use:f'ul. Most used and easiest is No.1, employed in survey studies. 
W9akness!- does not reve~ either the soundness or weakness of ~ecific 
gu1dancepractices. 
Basic criteria probably'can only be established b,y use of methods 5-6-7, and 
to a lesser degre~, 2. 
Evaluation may be made within the school by utilizing accumulated records; 
accumulate and analyze: 
A. A chronological tabUlation of individuals counseled acoording 
to source of origin (by indi'Vidual's own ini tiativej by referral 
from teachers or principals; b,y counselor's initiative) and 
according to a olassifioation of kinds of. personal problems. 
Analysis of the data would reveal the status of the oounseling 
service in the attitudes of students and teachers. Moreover, 
the professional influence of the counseling service might be 
revealed b.Y an increasing sensitivity among teachers to student 
problems. 
B. An effective and simple criteria for evaluating basic guidance 
services is the use of individual inventories, informational 
service, placement and follow-up service. 
c. Anecdotal records: make counts of the number of anecdotes re-
oorded b,y each teacher •. Check positive and negative behavior 
as noted ~by the observer. Classify by scale: evaluative 
statements, interpretive statements, generalized descriptions, 
or specific, concrete descriptions of behavior and the situation 
in which it occurred. 
D. Use of occupational and educational information materials may be 
checked by a count of times students check out the materials for 
individual reference. 
E. Make a quantitative check of placement ·activities--numbers of 
referrals, numbers of placements, of contacts with employers and 
agencies. 
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RESD.RCH'MEl'HOD EMPLOYED 
The Checklist. In the early concept of this study, 'a trial was made in 
the use of the confidential interview technique. The time element involved 
in this method proved quite impracticable because of the large number of 
'anticipated participants, 'so it was decided that a Checklist calling for 
various degrees of opinion-ratings would be employed. 
Rating Scales devised by Likert (38), Thurstone (39), and others (40) 
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for interpret:iJ1g scores on a relative basis, have proven valuable::.in securing 
somewhat accurate opinion· and attitude'ratings. Each participant should, of 
course, be qualified to render an opinion--and each is forced to assign a 
value to the specific aspects of the situation under investigation. The 
Checklist assembled for this stu~ employed elements of the Likert Technique, 
and also incorporated suggestions made by Stephen Romine (ltl) for constructing 
a questionnaire or checklist. In offering suggestions for conciseness, 
clarity and oompleteness, Romine makes twelve suggestions: 
1. Directions should be complete and clearly stated, with illustrations 
if necessary ••• placed close to the point of application ••• repeated 
occasionsJ.ly if they a~ply to a long series of questions. 
2. Qu.estions should not be complicated ••• two simple questions may-
serve a single purpose better ••• 
3. Similar quas tiona, or those to be answered in a like fashion.. should 
be grouped. 
4. Each ,question should be evaluated ca.refully in terms of the purposes 
to be served; irre18vanciesshould be eliminated. 
5. Questions selected should ••• permit interpelating and grouping which 
will alford a more comprehensive and unitary picture of the whole. 
6. No question should be stated in such terms as will require a higher 
degree of expertness or a greater amount of detailed information 
than can reasonably be expected of the respondents. 
) 
i . 
i. 
7. Each question should be stated in such terms as will promote uni-
formity of interpretation, in agreement with that intended by the 
researcher. 
8. • •• afford a sufficient number of alternatives as will avoid undue 
or invalid channeling of responses ••• 
9. Each que,stion should be stated in such terms as will.. secure a. 
usable conceritration of responses. 
10. Each question should be arranged and worded to promote ease and 
accuracy in tabulation of data and its presentation. 
11. MUltiple-choice responses ••• should be shuffled to permit random 
ordering of final draft, thereby reducing the likelihood of 
s,ystematic errors. 
12. The complete questionnaire or checklist should be carefu1~ 
studied or tried out several times on a number of persons ••• 
Criteria !!ployed.· Prior to making up the checklist for this study, var-
ious state guidance programs were secured and analyzed; as were many from 
cities of .comParable size to Salt Lake City. Twenty-five requests were 
mailed to cities that were in the process of, or had recentlY completed 
organization of, their guidance services. This list was compiled by Mr. 
\.. 
Fred Arbogast,~ncipal of Irving Junior High SchoQl, in connection with a 
research problem. being conducted by him. (42). Cities and states used were 
selected for geographic representation. Various experts inthe field, also, 
were consulted together with the following "Statement of Guiding Principlesfl 
~ 
evolved from the Cooperative Study of 'Secondary School Standards (43): 
IIGuidance servic~~,' as. appl;Led "tfo the secondary school, should be 
thought of as. organized activities designed to give s,1stamatic aid 
to pupils in solving their problems and in making adjustments to 
variqus, ~tuations which th'ey BlUSt mef!t. '. flle$e ,activities should 
as'sist ea:-cih' RUpil in knowing himse~f'as' an .. individual and as a 
member/or-society; . in making' the "most . of his strengths and in cor-
recting or compensating. for weaknesses that interfere with his 
progress; in learning about oc'cupa tions so that he may intelligently 
plan and prepare, in whole or in part, for a career; in learning about 
educa tional opportunities available to him; and in discovering and 
developing creative and lei~e activities. 
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II These objectives should be achieved through cooperative relationships 
among the home, school and community; through a closer coordination of 
the work of the school and community agencies; and through definite 
provisions for articulating the work of the school with the needs of 
the individual after he leaves school. 
It To effect these results the school '-:.administration nnlst support and 
encourage the guidance function with leadership and facilities nec-
essary to provide adequate services. All members of the guidance and 
teaching staffs should understand their mutual responsibilities and 
should desire to cooperate in fulfilling these responsibilities. 
Although-every teacher and administrative officer should be prepared 
to participate in guidance activities, the services of competent 
counselors who have specialized training should be available. In 
conjunction with other available information, measurements and tests 
of various types, standardized or locally devised, and personali~ 
and interest inventories should be available and should be used as 
guidance tools with full knowledge of their values and limitations. 
lIFinally, the guidance services should reveal facts about the pupils 
enrolled and the community served, which the whole school staff should 
study and interpret in the continuous evolution of the curriculum. II 
In setting up a pattern for the general nature and organization of guidance 
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services in the secondary schools, this Evaluative Criteria lists the follow-
ing suggestions: 
1. Guidance is conceivect as a, continU6us. function which is 'related 
to all phases 'of' the educational program. ", , 
2'. Guidance services are planned to, be an integral and important 
part of the educational program with particular activities con-
tributing to the individu~ls ,ab~lity to make so~d ,adjustments, 
chhIhcbes, and plans. ..' , 
3. Guidance and' instructional staff m~mbers ~egard the guidance 
services as a cooperative undertaking 'in which both teachers 
and guidance personnel have well-define~_:"!esponsibili ties. 
4. Guidance services are planned' to help pupils understand themselves. 
5. Guidance services are organi,zed to help pupils develop both 
immediate and long-range plans. 
6. Guidance services assist pupils in achieving desirable goals by 
providing individual invento~, informational, counseling, place-
ment, and follow-up services. 
7. Guidance services assist pupils in making th~ir own decisions 
after careful analysis of their own situation. 
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8. Guidance services are concerned with preventing maladjustment as 
well as locating causes of maladjustment and providing remedial 
assistance.' 
9. Guidance services assist in orienting new pupils to the school. 
10. The guidance services actively seek to secure the assistance of 
all who can aid pupils in making satisfactory adjustments (e.g. 
teachers,parents, community organizations.) 
11. Secondary-school guidance services are coordinated with similar 
services in schools previously attended by the pupils. 
12. Guidance services are coordinated with similar services beyond 
the second~ school (colleges, trade schools, industr,r). 
13. Problems common to many or all, as revealed through guidance 
services are used as a basis for organizing group activities. 
14. Guidance services function throughout all grade levels of the 
secondary schools. I 
1.5. Guidance services function for pupils who have left (graduated or 
withdrawn from) the secondar,y school. 
16. The school administrative staff cooperates and assists in the 
guidance activities (e. g., enlis ts community support, provides 
facilities and equipment, coordinates curricular and guidance' 
activities.) 
The Final Checklist. The first checklist constructed for this study con-
tained over 100 Items, ,and; wa~s a comprehensive coverage of guid~ce services 
in the Salt Lake Ci tyl .. hl.gh· schools.' . Inasmuch as this thesis was· t'o be limited 
to "arean samplings of at ti tudes and .. op1nion;e;, the :ttems were sifted down to 
four' categories which seemed to possess approxim~te significance to all whnc 
. ,( , . 
. , 
would answer the checklist; they included representative items in the follow-
ing areas: 
1. Organization and administration 
2. Items relating to counselor 
3. Guidance administrator-teacher relationships 
4. Student adjustment inventory 
!he h5 Items finally retained in the checklist include objective, factual 
statements of pertinent practices and provisions affecting each of the above-
named areas in a somewhat broad sense. . Only ~ee I tams in the final lis t 
.j 
1 
,.',' 
did not hold comparative significance for the junior high schools. These 
items, regarding occrupational adjustment and placement, were retained as 
there appears to ,be Q, :general'tendency throughout the CO'Wltry toward extend-
'ing this area downward, with a view to long-range pupil planning and educa-
tional preparation. 
Statements retained in tl\e Checklist were criticized by the following 
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'educators: adviser and committee m.embers; two members of the Salt Lake City 
administrative office; two high school counselors; one high school principal; 
and one teacher considered ver,r outstanding by the supervisor,yostaff of the 
. school system. 
A 5-point "desirabilitY" scale was placed on the left margin of the 
Checklist which required the resp0n4ent to aS$ign a definite value of judgment 
as to the importance or desirability of the practice or provision enumerated. 
,On the right margin, a similar 5-point "opinionfl scale called for judgment of 
the extent to which the provision or practice was, at that time, present in 
the individual school. 
Pre-Trial of Checklist. 48 a p~e-trial, the Checklist was administered to 
'the following: (a) five teachers, a principal and counselor in one of the 
senior high schools; (b) one teacher in a second senior high school; (0) one 
teacher trom each of'three ,jU¢or high ~chools'. Part, 9£ thesepa~ticipants 
.. 
completed the list under supervisl.qn~-which pe~tted personal observation and 
permissiveness; the remainingpartieipants .~eported that they spent more than 
j\'- :. '.: ',. ' • 
an hoUr in critical study, and pffered some valuable criticisms. The final 
Checklist required apprOximatelY 6h~ha1fhoilr of the -partibipant f s ,time. 
As stated, the pre-trial to the above-mentioned personnel contained a 
5-point rating scale on the left or ttdesirabilityH side of the Checklist. 
This was criticized by all critics as being entirely superfluous. One educator' 
suggested that while all Items were very desirable, some were no~practical 
or fe.asible at t~is time due to limited funds, personnel or both; therefore 
a deoision was made tq adjust the left o'olumn to the 3-pointscale~ as dis-
cussed on page 33. 
Final Returns. As previously stated, the mean percentage return from the 
eight schools included :in the general tabulations of this study was 78.5 
per cent. In an extensive study of signed and unsigned questionnaires (44) 
it was found that the mean per,?entages.o.r'retums range . from .62.23 to 80.71, 
and that 78 per cent is considered .ht.gh. 
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Some possible reasons for less than 100 per cent cooperation by teaChers 
on a study of this typ~ .. ,~ht inclll~e: 
1. Lack of time; or no interest in the evaluation. 
2. Negative attitude toward t:p,e program in the school. 
3. F~r' of identification and criticism by onels superior. 
4. General negative attitude. towa.rd surveys or aIrY' "extra" tasks. 
5. Resentment· toward giving assistance to those working for a 
higher. degree. 
, . 
OV'mVIEW OF CJm::KLIST RErURNS 
Information Secured by Checklist. The Checklist used in this study made 
provision for five sources of information from participants: 
1. Amount of specialized training in guidance, counseling, etc., 
possessed ,by individual teacher. 
2. Teaching experience: (a) in present school; (b) total experience. 
3. Desirability Scale Ratings, indicating teacher a_renaBe of 
acceptable guidance practices. 
4. Opinion Scale Ratings, asking ~or degree of existence within the 
school of a given practice or p~Ovision. 
5. Remarks, or additional."sta~ement,s. , 
Treatment of Checklist Tabulations~ ,. Information secured from sources one 
and five, above, is includ~d at the end of discussions of junior and senior 
high school findings.: 
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As a means of comparing opinion-ratings of the more experienced teachers 
with those quite recently graduated from college, eighty Checklists were 
, " 
pulled at random: ten from each school, including five teachers with ten or 
more years t experience, and five with less 'than five years' teaching experience. 
This comparison is shown by Figure 12. 
Tabulations from the Desirability Scale were made separately' for male 
and female opinions ; and teacher-ratings were tabulated apart from those of 
guidance adnd,nistrators. InaSJllUch as there seem.ed to be substantiB.l agreement 
by all participants on the majority of the 45 Items included in the-CheCklist,· 
tabulations from the Desirability Scale were not treated statistically. 
Total tabulations are shown in Tables 3 and 4. 
TabulatioBS from the Opinion Scale were also made ,separately by male and 
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female. Opinion-ratings were assigned arbitrary weights, and the mean average 
secured on each question for:· . (a) male-teacher opini~ns; (b) female-teacher 
opinions, and (c) guidance-adminis tra tor opinions. The mean differences 
between male and female opiliions were insignificant; therefore separate ta.bu~ 
lations are not shown in the Tables. 
From the mean-difference totals between teacher and guidance-administrator 
opini<;m ratings, ,II to values were calculated in .each area, and are shown at the 
end of each Table. Complete calculations appear in the appendices. 
Percentage Return by Schools. Percentage of Checklis t returns by schools 
included in the general tabulations were as follows: 
School A - 95% 
. B -78 . 
. . c - 80 
D - "91 
E - 64 
F - 76 
H - 64 
. I - 80 
The nuniber of Checklists returned by each. school is:·:W:i;,thheld due to the fact 
that individual schools were not to be identified in this. study. Two schools 
were not included in the general tabulations: a junior high school (deSignated 
flGIf) did not submit returns; and.~ an irregularity occurred in a senior high 
school (deSignated IIJft) which seemed to invalidate the returns submitted. 
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DESIRABILITY SCALE 
ANALYSE) .AND Dl5CVSSION OF FINDINGS 
Introduction. The discussion in this unit is an at tempt to analyze the 
comparative opinions of. guidance administrators and teachers of· the Salt Lake 
City high schools regarding the desirability or importance of the 45 Items 
contained in the Checklist used for this study. Table 2 lists, from high 
to low, the response ratings of teachers and guidance administrators in the 
two senior high schools included in this discussion. Table 3 lists, like-
wise, the response ratings of junior high school teachers and guidance 
administrators. 
Desirability Scale. It will be recalled that the purpose of this study 
was to sample opinions and attitudes in regard to the guidance services being 
offered within the individual high schools, with a view to evaluating the 
pupil personnel programs from a teacher point of view. A. s a comparative 
check, the high school principals, deans and counselors were also asked 
to participate. This Scale, as previously explained, asked for judgment. 
as to the importance or desirability of the practices and provisions enu-
merated in the 45 Checklist Items submitted. 
Discussion of Findings from Desirability Scale. 
Table 2--Senior High Schools H and I. This Table shows comparative re-
spons~ ratings o£:guidance administrators. and teachers in senior high schools 
H and I, indicating concerted opinions as to the importance or desirability 
of the provisions and practices contained in the Checklist used for this 
study. Tabulations· contained in."T~ble 2 seem to indicate ·agreement of a 
-.,"""-' .. 
·~)~! ~~.. Desirab111 t;y Seale = comparatl va rat1nge indicating opinions ot gUid-
ance administrators and teachers in senior high schools as to the 
importance or desirability of the It~s enumerated in the Cheoklist. 
Item No. of Gti1d. Adm No. of Teaoher Item No. of GUid. Adm. No. ot Teacher 
No .. 
4a 
7 
40 
44 
28 
21 
39 
2 
17b 
l70 
.29 
4; 
10' 
16 
27 
2; 
4' 
17a 
20 
22 
24b 
240 
42 
130 
40 
4b 
'hit 
=lJil+,~ru:l8 R,.t1nJtI No, Rat insz I 
1 2 ~ . 1 2 3_ . 1 2 -~ 
12 1 ,5 129 . 9 .2 10 
12 6 129 1 2 10 
1 11 7 -128 ,. 12 
1 1 10 1+ 4 127 1.3& .- 3 9 
2 10 , 4. ·126 19 12 
12 2 ·8 12; 13d· ~ . 9 
, 
2 10 7 1+ 124 .36 1 1 10 
1 11 2 10 l2.3 3S 2 10 
1 11 .3 9 123 37 2 10 
1 1 10 3 9 123 12 1 11 
2 10 J 9 123 32 :3 , 
1 1 10 6 6 1.23 35 2 ~ 8 
1 11 1.3 122 26 1 11 
., 
1 11 1 12 122 30 3 1 8 
1 11 6 7 122 'le 12 
12 4- 10 121 :34 4 , 3 
1 11 , 9 121 41 2 1 9 
2 10 :; 12 120 23 12 
12 .3 12 120 15 4 1 7 
12 , 10 120 6 2 10 
1 11 7 8 120 1.3b 3 2 7 
1 11 7 8 120 11 1 1 10 
3 9 !t- il 120 ~~ 2 1 9 
3 9 5 11 119 a 3 ;2 7 
1 11 4- 12 119 ~ 2 :3 7 
:2 10 2 1; US 14 4 3 5 
" ~ " ...... _.1 .... _ ._11 .... ____ ___ 12.. __ ... .'1. ____ ll~t __ . '.' .. .. _ ..... -" ..3~ .. -. _ .6-_. __ ._ _.3 __ ..... _.1 ... _._ 
Rating valu8t:t ~ 1. Proba.bly not impgrtant or dlsirabll I 
2. Vert important or desirabl_. but n~t prActical 
" or raa~:i.bls at· this timeli 
.311 tiiahly important or desirAble II 
Ratinae 
I 2 .1 
, 1, l17 
7 12 116 
2 17 116 
, 
'14 116 
; ,15 11; 
6 ,17 112 
e 13 114 
g 1, 114 
, 17 113 
;3 20 112 
9 15 111 
9 17 109 
1+ 23 108 
15 12 108 
9 19 107 
11 17 107 
11 :17 107 
llr 1, 104-
12 19 104-
11 24 100 
1.3 2~ 100 
6 30 99 
14 ~5 96 
14 26 95 
6 41 68 
18 j6 Bl 
21. .. .. 1Lt;L. __ !r.;. 
positive nature by both the guidance administrators and the teachers on the 
majority of the, Items listed, with tbe possible _ exception of the follO'Wipg 
(recall that a tl3tt rating indicates '"highly, .i1nportant or desirable"): 
Item No. 31. Six guidance-administrator and-twenty-one teacher 
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opinions indicate that it would probab~ not be desirable to utilize proper~-
:. . \ 
trained teachers for part-time counseling duty. Factors which may enter into 
,'{'f' ~ 
a decision here are: 
A. The placing of ,counseling,: ·as such,' on a ditferentJat ed standard •. 
. B. The suggestion 'of incr·eased;' teaeher-load~ -
c. Counselor-teacher, or teacher-teacher jealousies. 
D. Division of tinte and interests of;-'aJ1 individual employed .in 
two capacities. 
Available literature indicates that. this practice is frequen~ly employed--
especially when insufficient counselor-hours are provided to the school. 
A::;senior high school with a registration of 1800 pupils, and two staff members 
released for "pure" counseling, provides approximately 1.19 hours per year 
to each student. This figure is based on 178 school days .ofLsix hours each, 
and assumes that the counseior1s time is devoted exclusivelY to pure counseling. 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondar.1 Schools (45) recommend 
one full-time counselor for each 400 to 500 students • 
. Item No. '14• Four guidance-administrator and eighteen teacher opinions 
indicate that it is not considered important or desirable to It ••• supply to 
teachers, information on curren~ trends concerning occupational availability 
and salary data in the city and state, as an aid to student long-range planning. 1f 
Opinion here could be influenced by: 
A. Recognition of limited time on the part of guidance administrators. 
B. Inadequate stenographic help in the guidance department. 
C. The short adviSOry period--so frequently consumed by routine 
clerioalt'duties. 
D. Undeveloped interests or awareness to this area of guidance by 
teachers. 
It could, on the' other hand, indicate a state of apathy. uCommencement Day" 
--~-~~~---l 
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to l11.Uldreds of seniors each yeax means U commence to. think of how to earn a 
. living, U due to unguided direction of long-range. thinking, planningaand pre-
paration while in high s.chool. Anticipated supply arid demand, differentiated 
salary scales, types of occupational possibilities and·· the amount and type of 
preparation needed to meet the demands of shifting economic trends should be 
reflected in program-planning and advisement. 
Item No. 23. Sixteen teachers indicated a negative response to the 
Item: "A standardized method of making referrals to the guidance department 
is uniformly followed by all line and staff members of the school. II It is 
true that many situations requiring quick ac.tio~ arise wherein time does not 
permit the immediate filling in of forms, but such occasions could be followed 
with a formal memorandum. This practice may serve many purposes: 
A. Supplies counselor with exact information; recall is sometimes 
erroneous. 
B. Provides a form for return recommendations, and. ·information 
regarding dec·1sions and reconnnenda tions made.· 
C. Saves time for both teacher and counselor; and possible neglect 
of an entire class for a period of time. 
D. Less serious ca.seB~. are n9t by-passed or _forgotten, but come 
up for cOWls~lor attention, in lo'gical order~"'(Neglected ¢nor 
cases frequently turn .. into the more serioUs ones.). . ; 
E. Provides information for the individual student inventory. 
F. May provide valuable clues to indi~dual problems later on. 
G. May h earmark" some· potential s·chool-leavers.' , 
Item No. 30. Three guidance adMinis·trator~, ana· ff!teen teachers in-
, 
dicated that Item No. 30 was probably not impor~ant or desirable. This· Item 
read: tiThe counselors should not act as disciplinarians ··for students referred .. 
to them~s behavior problems." It is recognized that the' pupi.l learns self-
discipline and self"!'"direction·through wiset:~counselillg/'imd guidance as the 
counselor, like' the doctor, ·builds confidence through sympathetic and patient 
understanding and treatment. Perhaps some teachers do ,not realize that, in 
order to retain· this confidential, permiSSive atmosphere, formal disciplining 
should not be done by the caunselQr, but passed on to the principal. 
j 
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. Table 3. Desirability Scaleg comparative ratings indicating opinions of guid-
ance -administrators and teachers in junior high schools as to the 
importance or desirab11it,r of the Items enumerated in the Checklist. 
lItem No. of Guid .. Adm o 10 0 , of Teacher Item No 0 of Guid/AdD. No. of Teacher 
No. Ratin"s RatinQs ... No" Ra. ti]'JQ's RAtin,rs 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 ! 2 I 3 1 2 1.3 
28 8 2 1 97 16 8 2 9 89 
~ 24b 1 7 3 ,:f97 27 8 1 11 88 
: 24c 1 
I 7 3 97 13a 1 7 2 11 87 
I 2ha 1 3 4 4 96 36 2 6 2 11 87 : 
45 8 4 96 32 2 6 5 9 86 
4e 8 4 96 1 1 .7 ) 9 86 I 
17c 1 7 4 96 2 2 6 6 6 86 ! I : 
i 17b 1 7 5 95 35 5 3' 14 86 
7 3 5 5 95 41 2 6 3 12 8, : I 
4a 8' 4 95 130 2 1 5 2 14 ,84 I 21 1 7 1 5 94 13d 2 2 4 2 14 84 i 
44 4 4 6 94 13b 2 2 4 2 14 84 i 
I 
i~, L,b , 8 7 93 6 6 2 1 16 83 , 
i 
I 
6 15 83 I ! 17a 1 7 7 93 9 2 2 , 
:,19, 2 6 2 5 93 23 8 5' 12 83 i i 
,39 2 6 2 6 92 
, 
30 8 8 >9 83 
I 
i ,49 2 6 1 7 92 33 2 6 5 12 83 I i 
;_43 2 6 8 92 11 3 5 1 l7 .. 84 
I 25 
I 
2 6 8 " 92 37 4 4 6 13 81 i 
29 8 8 92 34 5 3 2 18 80 
20 I, 1 6 1 9 " 90 : 18, 2 6 8 13 79 .' 
: 
42 1 7 10 90 14 2 4 2 7 17 16 , t : 
, 10 2 1 5 la, " 90 15 1 7 3 18 76 
t 5 t 8 1 10 89 26 1· 1 6 5 23 72 : 
- ~- -- . 
.12 I 8 3 " 8 89 8 3 5 6 20 74 t I I 
22 1 1 11 89 3 5 3 8 2, 67 
; 38 3 5 3 8 89 31 3 5 9 30 61 \ 
.-
Ra:ting valuesg 10 Probably not important or desirable. . 
20 Very important or desirable, butJaP,,~. ~~ract,ical 
) 0 or feasible at this time 0 ~. 
30 Highly important or desirable. 
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Table 3--Junior High Schools. 
Desirability Scale Ratings. This Table shows:~comparative ratings from the 
Desirability Scale- of junior high schools A-B-C-D-~F, relating to the import-
anee or desirability of the various practices or proVisions enwnerated:;.in the 
Checklist. One junior high'school, it will be recalled, did not· cooperate. 
Table 3 seems to indicate that response ratings by junior high school 
personnel assign positive values to the majority of the Items listed. Question-
ed mostfrequent1y were Nos. 3,18, 14, 30 and 31. ItemS 30, 31 and 14 were 
discussed in the foregoing paragraphs. 
Item No.3. The guidance administrators in the'junio~ high schools 
, , . 
seemed to be in agreement as to the des,4'"abtlity,.Of this Item, which read as 
follows: 'IStudent and community op~ons are solicited and incorporated into 
the guidance program of the school.,!', Eight teachers, in the, six schools dis-
agreed. Some educators' feel ,that the public is not well-enough acquainted 
with school situations to render ifttellig~nt assistance; others feel that the 
cOmDllUlity is a laborartory :wl4ch, s,h:ould be wide.l\v drawn. upon. Some questions 
\ '. - - - ' , -
arise: " 
1. Are we int~retingJ fully, the problems of youth to the public? 
2. Is the community aware of many youth problems which are not being 
chaneled into the schools? 
3. Can not the parents help provide situations in which youth may 
grow toward social adequacy if.cooperative effort is solicited? 
4. Should not community, resources be located and used to stimulate 
coordinated interest in the guidance program?, 
Item No. 18. While onlY eight teachers indicated a negative response 
to the idea of jotting down anecdotal items on student behavior, comment in 
this area seems appropos as this practice is advocated by all experts in the' 
. field. . Many reasons are apparent: 
A. Furnishes valuable personality clues. 
B. Provides more careful teacher observance to individuals., 
.C. Invokes teacher interest m:.internal as well as external child. 
D. Observance is valuable for use with the sociogram. 
,; 
'il 
"'j 
, i 
'j 
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E. Adds to the c,omposite flprofile lt on the individual inventory. 
F. Furnishes valuable counseling clues., 
It is recognized, of course, that the value 'of ~ecdotal records depends upon 
the skill of the observer--his understanding and insight into personality and 
behavior, his objectivity in describing the circumstance surrounding the oc-
currence of significant behavior. An anecdotal record is not an appraisal or 
evaluation. 
Desirability Scale "2tf Rating. ,It will be' noteq that a "2!'. ra ting, indi-
ca ting "very important or' desirable, but not'· practical . 6~ feasibie at. this 
time," was given many Items. Furthe~' s·;t,udy ~d diagnosis is needed here. 
Some plausibl.e reasons may be! 
1. The .problem of money was critical at the time the Checklist 
was considered. 
·2. Lack of stenographic help handicaps the guidance director in 
issuirig valuable guidance materials to teachers. 
3. The demand upon the teacher t s time for clerical .. \d.uties in the 
adviSOry period leaves little time for additional activity 
unless it:(.is very well planned and scheduled. 
4. Teacher-load, in many iilstances, leaves little time for 
additional preparations. 
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THE OPINION SCAU; 
ANALYS15 ANlJ DISCUSSIO~, OF FINDINGS 
Introduction. The following section points out comparative opinions, 
mean averages and significant levels;~/' as 'disclosed "by the tabulations from 
the Opinion Scale. It will be ~ecaJ.l~d, from t~ disc~sion on the develop~ 
ment of the Checklist (page, 28), that a 5-po~t rating was set up on this 
scale which made possible the assignment of:a specific value-rating onE.'each 
Item listed. Tabulations from the individual schools were made for male and 
female opinions, mean-weighted averages were secured, and tabulations were 
blocked up showing comparative ratings of teachers and the guidance admin-
istrators. Figure 2 gives the combined o~$nion-ratings ,of the two senior 
high schools included in the general tabulations; Figure 3 gives the com-
bined ratings of the six junior higb. schools. As a means of comparison, , 
teacher average ratings are represented by the open blocks, running from the 
loW- to high-rated Items; and the guidance-administrator opinions on the same 
Items appear alongside them, represented by the single line. 
Figures 4-11 block up opinion-ra. tinga for th~ eight individual' schools, 
included in the'general tabulations. 
RatingS from the Figures are reclassified into Areas, which segregate' 
the 45 Items into four categories, illustrated by Tables 4-11. The columns 
indicated as M.Di!. or M.D. in the Tables, represent the mean difference 
between teacher and guidance-administrator ratings. From these columns the 
"ttl values are calculated, indicating reliability of differences on the two 
uncorrelated groups. Complete calculations for the "til values appear in the 
appendices. Some areas, it will be noted, are significant at the 1% or a 
. :; 
. (' 
lower level; some are significant at th~ 5% level; som¢ are not significant • 
. /: 
The following statement by Dr. D. R~ •. 'Stone (4{» regarding ut"values will 
serve as a memory refresher: 
"If tbe critical ratio is 1.96 or above, th,e difference is significant 
at the 5% level. If the critU31 ratio is 2'.58 or more, the difference 
is signi,fiqant at the 1% level. (ReClill.:, that, signifiQQnce at the 1% 
level means that we could e:x.pec,t the d11'ferenceto be significantly" 
greater 'than zero 99 times~out of' 100 if the experiment were to be 
repeated ••• "). 
Significance at' the 5% level ~s that we could expect the diff~rence to be 
significantly'greater than zero 95,',t:i.m.es out of 100. .. 
Discussion of Findings: Opinion Scale. As previously stated, a 5-pa int 
scale was placed at the right ,of the Items which called for a specific value 
rating. The instructions on this scale read: 
On this side, indicate your judgment of the extent to which the 
provision or practice is now present in your school. 
1. Have no basis 'Q.pon which to judge. 
'2.- Definitely not satisfactory. 
3. Probably unsatisfactory. 
4. Fairly satisfactory. 
5. Very outstanding <;>r satisfactory. 
A distinct IIbreak" between op:inions 4 and 5, it will be noted, called for a 
positive commitment of opinion as to the satisfactory operation of a stated 
practice or provision within the school at the time the study was made. 
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Figure 2. Overall Picture of Senior High School Averages. Figure 2 repre-
sents the combined opinion-ratings of the 8 guidance administrators and the 
100 teachers ,in the senior high schools, designatedH and I, who responded 
to the Checklist. It will be noted that wide variance of opinion exists on 
the majority of Items--which seems to indicate a brighter visw by the admin- . 
istrators of the programs than by teachers. If a rating of 3.5 is used as a 
cutting ·line between flprobably not satisfactory" and n fairly satisfactorylf 
~ - ~ 
it will be noted that 70% of the Items are rated above 3.5 by guidance admin-
'. ~I 
" 
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istrators, whereas the teachers rate only 7% .. ~bQ~~ the 3.5, average. Items 
listed from low 'to high in the solid,block'represent teacher-averages; along-
side the teacher-rating,the guidance-administrator opinion on the same ques-
tion is indicatad~ 
,Figure'.3. Overall Picture of Junior High School Averages. Figure 3 re-
presents the combined opinion-ratings of the 12 guidance administrators and 
135 teachers in the junior high schools 'who responded to'the Checklist.' Here, 
again, we see w~de variance of opinion as to the realistic functioning of the 
programs within the various schools. Guidance administrators assign a mean 
average rating above 3.5 t9'85%' of the Items,,_ whereas the teachers rate 22% 
above 3.5 or "fairly satisfactory. II 
Discussion of 'Findings for Senior High SChools. 
Introduction. The three senior high schools of Salt Lake City, 1950-51, ' 
. . 
employed approximately 200 teachers (including librarians), 3 principals, 
3 vice-principals, 4 deans and 6 counselors. _ (Two of the schools used the 
ti tIes "dean of _ boys" and n dean of girls", and one school designated the 
combined guidance directors as "counselors".) 
At the time this study was conducted, senior high school teachers, in 
the main, were scheduled for five classes of subject-instruction; one-hour 
for student/parent consultation, lesson planning, paper~workand extra 
curricular work; and a l5-minute ,extension of the first-period class .termed 
",advisory class" or flhome room" which assigned the pupils of that particular -
class'to the adviser for clerical details, attendance-routine, and general 
guidance acti vi tie-s. 
In the discussion which follows, the two senior high schools included 
in the general tabulations are designated H and I. .AI though all three schools 
'>, ' 
.,:.. 
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were asked to participate, returns from the third school (designated. J) 'Were 
not included in the general tabulation because of an irregulari tywhich seemed 
to invalidate the returns. This school is~~:given separate treatment. 
A summar,. of teacher conments, gleaned from "remarksff at the end of the 
Checklist, appears at the end of the discussion; also a brief resume ~f teacher 
preparation in the area of guidance and counseling. 
Opinion Scale Findings:. S chaol H. 
Figure 4--Conwarative Ratings. With a mean;.average of 3.5 used as a cutting 
line between "probably not satisfactory" and "fairly satisfactory," it will be 
noted that 61% of the Items in Figure 4 are 'rated ,above 3.5 by.guidance adnrl.D.-
istrators, whereas the teachers. rate 26% above. Itema Nos. 1, 14, 35, 43, 31 
and lS-are given lower ratings by the' guidance administrators than by the teachers,. 
and Item 26 receives equal rating by both groups. Reclassification -of the Check-
list Items into Areas is shown by Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7. As a means of easy com-
parison, ratings for School I appear on the same Tabl,es. 
Table 4':""Area 1: Organization and Administration. From the Items in this 
Area, it-;-will be noted that the teachers and the guidance administrators are 
more or less in agreemerit on Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, il, 15 and 35 as being "possibly 
unsatisfactory." Guidance administrators assign lower ratings to Nos. 1 and-
35 than do the teachers. Wide variance of opinion will-be noted on Nos. 10, 
40, 7, 23 and 39. A "til value of 4.44 renders these opinion-ratings signif..;. 
icant at the 1% level. 
------------~------------~----.-- ~~---~- ,-~-----
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Table 4. Opinion Scale; .Area l--Comparative response-ra.tings of t~a:c;hers 
and su.1dance a.dm1n1strator9 on Items re!.at 1ng to organ1zat ion attd 
administration of the guidance programs in the senior high schools 
SCHOOL "1I" SCHOOL ~I" 
Mean Aver. Mean Aver. Mean Item. Mean Aver. Mean 'Aver. Mean 
Tchr. Bati:ng !lA, Bating Diff. 10. Tchr. Bating GA Ra.ting Di.ff' • 
-' 
3.3 3.0 - .3 1 2.8 4.0 - 1.2 
3.1 3.4 .3 2 2.7 4.0 1.3 
3.0 J.4 .4 3 303 4.1 .,8 
3 .. 4 3.8 .4 , 3.0 4.,8 1 0 8 
3.9 4 .. 8 .9 7 3.' 4 .. 0 ., 
2 .. 8 303 .. , 8 3.7 4.0 .3 
3.3 4.8 10, \ 10 3.0 4.5 l .. ~ 
3.1 303 .. 2 11 306 300 - .. 6 
3.3 4 .. 0 .7 12 300 4., I .. ' 3.1 3 .. 4 .3 15 2.' 4.0 1.' 3.6 400 .4 21 3.1 5.0 1.9 
4.,0 4.8 .,8 23 207 4.3 1.6 
3.0 2.7 
- .3 35 2 .. 6 3 .. 8 1.2 
3 .. 6 402 .6 38 30 2 4.8 1 0 6 
30 2 400 08 39 2.7 4.5 1 .. 8 
3.3 4.5 1.2 40 2.7 4.3 ' 1.6 
t - 4044 t - 7.32 
2098 needed at Ij level ,2.98 needed at 1~ level 
Table 5. Op1n1~n Scale $ Area 2--Com.parative response-ratings of' senior high 
school teachers and B1lidance administrators on Items relating to 
the counse lor. 
BCHOOL "H" SCHOOL "I" 
Mean ber o Mean Aver .. Mean Item Mean Aver .. Mean Aver. Mean 
'l'chr 0 Rating GA Rating Ditf. No •. Tchr. Rating GA Rating , Dift. 
203 2.8 05 26 30 0 4.0 1.0 
3 .. 0 3.0 00 27 '3.,6 5 .. 0 1.4 
300 4.0 ' , 100, 28 3.9 5,,0 1,,1 
3.6 4.0 04 30 3 .. 8 4 .. 8 1.0 
208 . 300 .2 32 . ,- . , 3.2 4.8 1.6 
305 3 .. 0 05 43 3.0 4 .. 8 1 .. 8 
Not s ign1f1cant t' - 9056 
4'.60. needed a.t 1'/; level 
Re,fresher note: Significanoe at the 1'; level means that we could expect the 
difference to be s1gniflcant~ greater than zero 99 times 
,out of 100 if the experiment were to be repeated" at t~a 
5~ level means that we could expect the difference to be 
s ignif1cant ~ greater than zero 95 times out of 100 0 • 
- -, 
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Table 4a. Opinion Scale Area I. Inter-school similarity of opinion on ,Items 
relating to organization and administration within the senior high 
school. ' 
Item Del. Not ProbablyFair~ Very' 
Context of Checklist Item. SchoolSatis. Unsatis.Satis. ·Satis. 
Teacher, student and ,community ,BUg- H .Tchr/GA - . 
gestions and opinions solicited and I Tchr GA 
1 
10 
11 
12 
1 
21 
23 
3 
3 
39 
inc 0 orated into idance ro ram. 
Guidance duties assigned to teachers H .. 
appropriate~trained; who possess I 
s ecia! interests and abilit • 
Availab- 'ity of comprehensive student ... H 
data records: scholastic, psychogram, I 
leadershi and ecial-abilit etc. 
Adequate provision made for in~serv- H 
ice education for teachers. I 
Philosop~o guidance.program a 
continuously-evolving process endeav- H 
oring to develop each pupil in pro- I 
portion to his ~ potential-
ities 'for' functio· ·-to ca acit 
Adequate stenographic ,helP provided 
to guidance department. 
Guidance ~t~tf hasworked.out.mutu--, 
ally satisfactqry sta tem.en~ -of 'their 
res ective res onsibilities and duties • 
. -Well ... runctioning faculty cOl1'Jlqi _tee 
helps plan guidance·· pro~"irl 
school. 
H. 
I 
H 
I 
Guidanpe., depEJrtment .' func;·Qions,. as . co-
op~ra ti ve, ,conf.fd~ntl~l "~gency n to H 
teacher's and' student! in' the school:.' . I 
Standardized ,method of making refer-
als to guidance department uniformly H 
followed b all staff members. I 
Student follow-up stu ies made regu-
larly and kept on file as means of 
broadenin and enrichin ro am. 
Administrative policies ftmctJ.on, to' 
promote constructive use of freedom 
by students. 
Guidance program. in school is even 
H 
I 
H 
I 
more concerned with preventive than H 
remedial . dance olleies. I 
tu ent programming is efficient in H . 
meeting individual needs of students •. I 
School H. 
Table 5~rea 2: Items Relattng to Counselor. 
- - -. 
Tehr 
Tchr· 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr' 
Tchr 
. Tchr G.A, 
.GA. 
TCM 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA. 
Tchr 
Tchr 
TchrjGA 
.Tchr . 
TCM 
Tehr 
Trehr 
, ,Tehr . 
Tehr 
Tc 
. GA·' 
Tcbh GA. 
GA 
Tchr 
. GA.,. 
Gl 
GA. 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
GA 
GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
Agreement is indica ted in 
GA. 
,GA 
GA 
GA 
Area 2, on Nos. 27 and 32, although Items 26, 30 and 43 are given low ratings 
by both groups. W-ide variance of opinion is indicated on No. 28 only. As a 
- ',- ,-, ,~ ---~----~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~ ___ --------,., .......... --__ ----__ .,...c--__ ~ __ .,...----~ 
group, opinion-ratings are not significant at ei thar level in Area. 2. 
Table 5a gives the context: of Items in this area, and shows opinion place-
mente 
Table 5a.Opinion Scale Area 2. Inter-school similarity of opinion on Items . 
relating to counselor. 
Item 
No. Context of Checklist Item 
Guidance service should m.8.ke awil-" 
able one or more counseling hours 
per day for each 75 to 100 students. 
27 Program enables counselor to devote 
major portion of time to "pure" 
counseling. 
Professional counselor requires 
specialized training and certi-
fication beyond that of a regular 
teacher. 
30 Counselor should not act as formal , 
disciplmarian to pupils referred 
as ,behaVior- roblems. 
32 ervices re ered by counse or sub-
Def.Not ProbablY·Fairly Very 
School Sa tis. Unaa tis. Sa tis. Sa tis. 
H Tchr ' Gl 
I Tchr GA 
H Tchr/GA 
I Tchr GA 
H Tchr GA 
I Tchr ,GA 
H Tchr/GA 
I _ Tchr GA 
H TchrGA 
stantiall Ii htens the teacher-load. I . Tehr GA 
3 Notations '01' counselor-interview 
findings are made "'in' 'confidential H Tchr/GA 
file folders of the pupil~ concerned. I . Tchr GA 
; . ~' 
School H. 
Table 6--Area 3: Guidance Administrator-Teacher Relationships. From Table 6, 
it will be noted that guidance administrators assign lower ratings in this area 
to Nos.' .14,' 18 and 31 ~han do ,the te:aC!her~; wll.~ea.s;_ there is more or less agree-
ment evid~nced on Nos. 6 and 44 as being "possibly 1ll1satisfactory. t1 Wide 
- . 
variance of opinion on Nos. 20, 25, 37 and 45 indicate less satisfaction by 
teachers than by the administrator$ of the program in School H. A ntH value· 
of 3.72 ~enders the opinion-ratings in Area 3 significant at the 1% level. 
Table 6a gives the context of Items in this area, and shows comparative' 
placement of concerted opinions of teachers and the guidance administrators 
as to the extent of operation within the school. 
I 
, I 
! 
---' -~ ---~-------c;-----~-----------,---------,"""",!""" 
Table 6~-, Opinion Scale, Area 3--Comparat1ve:response ratings of senior high 
school teachers and guidance administrators on Items relating to 
counselor-teacher relationships 
SCHOOL "H"" SCHOOL "I" 
Mean Aver. Mean Aver. Mean Item Mean ATer·. Mean Aver. Mean 
Tohr~. Rating GA Rating Dirf • No. Tchr. Rating GA Rating Dirf" 
2.7 3.3 . 6 6 2.6 3.5 .9 
3.6 4.0 .4 13a 3.3 4.4 1.1 
3.8 4.0 02 13b 3.1 3.8 .7 
3.6 ·4.0 .4 13c 3.0 3.5 .5 
3.6 4.0 .4 13d 3.1'" 3 .. 5 .4 
3.0' 2 .. 8 
-
.2 14 2.5 2.8 .. 3 
307 4,,0 .. 3 16 3 .. 2 4 .. 8 1.6 
3.3 3.0 - .3 18 2 .. 7 3.8 1.1 
3.2 4 0 0- .8 '20. ' 3.1 4.5 1.4 
, '3.5 3.8 .3 22 3.0 4 .. 8 108 
3 .. 2 4.0 .8 25 3.1 4.8 1.7 
3.4 3,,8 .4 29 3,,2 4 .. 3 1.1 
3.2 3 .. 0 - .2 31 3.5 .3 .. 3 - ,,2 
3.1 4.5 1.4 37 3.3 ' , . 3.5 .2 
2.9 3 .. 5 .6 ',44 2.8 ., ,4 .. 8 .- 2.0 
3 .. 1 4 .. 5 1~4' 45 3 .. 3 4,,5 1.2 
.. 
t - 6,,25 t - 3.72 
2.98 needed at 1~ level 2 .. 98 neededa.t l~ level 
Table 7. Opinion Scale, Area 4--Comparative response ratings of senior high 
school teachers and guidance administrators on Items relating to 
student adjustment InYentory 
SCHOOL "H" SCHOOL "I" 
Mean Aver .. Mean Aver. Mean Item Mean Aver. Mean Aver .. Mean 
Tchr .. Rating GA BatIng Diff No" ~ohro Rating GA Rating Diffo 
3 .. 6 3 .. 8 .. 2 4a 3 .. 5 4., 1,,0 
3,,3 303 ,,0 4b 3 .. 1 4 .. 3 1.2 
3~3 4 .. 0 .,7 40 3.2 4,,·0 .8 
3.0 303 .,3 9 3.5 4 .. 0 u·, 
3.8 4.0 .2 17a 3.2 4 .. 8 1 .. 6 
305 40 2 .7 17b 303 4 .. 5 1.2 
3.4 4.5 1.1 170 3 .. 4 4.8 1,,4 
3.8 ' 4.8 1,,0 19 3.5 4.8 1 .. 3 
3.5 4 .. 7 1.2 248. 2 .. 9 2 .. 9 .. 0 
3.4- 4.6 1 .. 2 24b 2.9 4 .. 4 1 .. 5 
3 .. 6 4.6 1.0 240 3 .. 1 4 .. 8 1~7' 
3.4 485 1 .. 1 33 2.9 4.5 1 .. 6 
3 .. 3 3.3 00 34 3,,1 4.3 lu 2 
3 .. 3 3 .. 4 .. 1 36 2 .. 8 4 .. 5 1 .. 7' 
2.5 3 .. 0. .5 41 2 .. 9 403 l)~ 
2.9 3.5 ' .6 52 208 4 .. 5 1:7 
t - 5 0 60 t - 10 .. 46 
2 .. 98 needed at 1~ level 2 .. 98 needed at l~ level 
, 4 
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Table 6a. Opinion Scale Area 3. Inter-school similarity 'of opinion on items 
relatin to idance administrator-teacher relationshi s~ 
Item-
No. 
6, 
13 
1 
18 
20 
22 
31, 
37 
LL-
Context of Checklist Item 
.. - ,,' , De£.Not Pro ably ,Fairly Very 
School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
Teachers periodically briefed on' 
standard test resultscand signir~ -
icance to enable them to interpret 
and utilize informational results 
in evaluating indi vid1;1al student 
needs. -
Planned programs of group guidQIlce 
function satisfactorily in advisor.y 
class (a-b) educational & occupa-
ticinal information and choices.' 
(c-d) Character training, social 
ad·ustment cultural enrichment. 
H 
I 
H 
I 
H 
I 
Teachers supplied ,information on, 
current trends in occupational avail- H 
ability and salary data as aid to I 
pupil long-range planning. 
Teachers,recognize that ,guidance may 
be long-time process; hence are not H 
disturbed when immediate adjus,tment I 
is not made by pupil. 
Teachers encouraged to jot downanec-
dotal items for pUpil individual H 
records. I 
Guidance dept. -helps teachers' iden-
tif,r behavior problems sufricient~ H 
serious ,to justi~ special counselor- I 
attention. ' 
Guidance dept. helps teachers eval ... 
uate and fosters ethical use ofcon-
fidential personal, data which permits H 
diagnostic and remedial. work with I 
individUal u 11. 
Gui ance personnel solicit teacher' 
cooperation and assistance ·in effort H 
to improve and enrich student program I 
of arsonal;:' ad ·ustment services. 
Teachers.encouraged todevelopwith-, 
in pupils, understandings and appre- H 
ciations which impel them to volun- I 
tarily seek counseling service. 
Teachers with specialized training 
as counselors should be scheduled for H 
part-time duty, even though load is I 
slightblincreased for others. 
Advisory class guidance-programs re- H. 
alize excellent purposes in group I 
guidance. 
Teachers are given info~tion about 
referral evaluations and advised as H 
to ro er follow-u rocedures. I 
Guidance dept. ~s careful not to'in-
terrupt or reverse guidance proces- H 
ses by teacher when adjustment is I 
evolting satisr,ctorily, 
, Tchr/GA. 
Tchr/GA 
Tehr 
Tehr 
Tchr/Gl 
Tchr/GA.' 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GAI 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
_ Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
, Tchr/G! 
GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
'GA 
GA 
GA 
Gl 
GA. 
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Table 7a. Opinion Scale Area '4. Inter-school similarity of opinion on Items 
Item 
,N.c. 
relating to student' adjustment invento~. :'.' 
" '. ef.Not Probably FaJ.rly Very 
Context of Checklist Item School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
41 s Guidance program in sc~ool includes 
such phases of'basic student-needs as: 
a social' adoustment roblems 
H 
I 
9 
17 
19 
2 
33 
34 
b diagnostic and remedial teaching 
, ( c) emotio •.. health 
(c) social or emotional problems 
ems 
( c ) social or erll.ot;ional:. proplems 
:.~:crs . are',' giV'en,inaiV{d~al' ±nt~:rp;re':' 
Guidance department maintains ,a1well-
functioning placement and fOllOW-UP: 
service ·to students. ' 
tations of personal data, insofar as 
they,can'W'lCierstand and a~prec;i.a~e 
significance. -, ' ".' ~ , 
. Combined ,guidance activities in school 
enable· all students to realize abilities 
H 
I 
H 
I 
H 
I 
H 
I 
H 
I· 
H 
I 
H 
I 
, 'and limitations, as' aid to long-range H 
planning and adjus,tment (men-tal, phy- I 
sieal emotional. 
Each student given at least one coun-
selor-interview per year regarding H 
pis her ersonal ad "ustment invento • I 
Combined program of guidance well 
organized 'to ,help meet needs of ALL 
students--mental" social, physical, 
emotional. . 
H 
I 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr GA 
Tchr 
Tehr 
'TcM 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tc 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr GA 
c 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tohr 
Tchr 
TChr/GA 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
GA 
Tehr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
GA. 
GA 
CiA 
GA 
GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
Tchr 
GA 
Tchr 
CIA. 
GA 
GA 
CiA 
CiA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
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School H. 
Table 7--Area 4: Stuq,ent Adju,stment Invento;ry. Agreement is indicated on 
Items Nos. 4b, 34.and 36 by both groups as being possibly unsatistactor,y. 
Other items in this area are given low rating by both grouPS) but with wide:r 
variance of opinion, Nos. 9, 36 and, 42 •. It will be noted that six Items 
, , 
in this' group received very high rating~by the guidance administrators, and 
that wide variance' of opinion is indicated by teacher-ratings. A "tft value 
-
of 5.60 renders the opinion-ratings in Area 4 significant at the 1% level. 
Table 7 a gives the context o:f Items :in this area" and shows campara ti ve 
. placement of concerted opinions of teachers and guidance administrators as 
to the extent of operation within the school • 
. '. .~ 
Discussion of C>einion Scale FindinSs: School·' I., 
Figure 5--Comparative Ratipgs • Wi th a m~an average of 3.5 used as a cut-
. ' 
ting line between "probably not satisfactory" and "fairly satisfactorytl it 
will be noted that 85% of the Items'are rated above' 3.5 by guidance admin-
istrators in School I, whereas the teachers rate 9% above •. Items averaging 
a low rating by the administrators ,of tlieprogram "~e Nos. 14, 24a, 31 and li. 
Indications are that the guidance administrators and the teachers are not 
in agreement as to the functioning of their program. Reclassification of the 
Checklist Items into area samplings is shown by Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7, along-
side those of School H. 
Table 4-~rea 1: Organization and Administration. A study of this Area 
f'or School I,. seems to indicate wide variance of opinion on all Items except 
Nos. 1, 8 and 11. The o~ Items, rated above 3.5 by teachers (which would 
indicate "fairly satisfactory") are Nos. 8 and 11. A "til value of 7.32 
- - . 
renders this Area significant at the 1% level. 
.~ 
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Table ha, giving the context of the Checklist 'Items relating to organ-
iza tion and administration, shows the compara ti va placement of concerted 
opinions of the teachers and the guidance administrators as ·to the extent of 
operation within the school. Fpr example: the mean average rating of all 
teachers in School I indicates that oper~tibn of Items I, 2, 3 are "probably , 
'Wlsatisfactory" in that particular school, whereas the guidance administrator-
average place~ it as "fairly satisfactory." 
Table .5--Area 2: Items Relating,to Counselor-. . Opini0n~ra tings by the 
. '/ gtlidance administre tors in Area 2, seem to~ica te a high degree of satis-
faction on all Items, with ~h~ possible exception of No. 26~' . Tea.chers in 
School I a.re more or less in agreement on Items Nos •. 27,' 28 and 30 as bemg· 
Irfairly satisfactory. II Variance of opinion between the administrators of 
the program and the teachers, in this school appear significantly great in 
Area 2. A fit" value of 9.56 renders these averages 'significant at the 1% 
level. 
Table 5a gives the context of Items in this area, and shows opinion 
placement. 
Table 6--Area 3: Guidance Administrator-Teacher Relationships. Items 
showing least variance of opinion between administrators and teachers in this 
group are Nos. 37, 31, J..4 and the 13' s. Significant differences are indicated 
~ 
an Nos., 44, 25, 22, 16 and 20. Seven Items are given a rating of 3.5 or less, 
indicating "probably unsatisfactory,n by guidance administrators: Nos. 6, 
13c, 13d, 14, 31 and 37. No Item is rated above 3.5 by teachers in this group. 
A flttl value of 6.25 renders these .opinion~ratings significant at the 1% level. 
Table 6a gives the context of Items in Area 3, and shows comparative 
placement of .concerted opinions of teach~s and.the. guidance administrators 
56 
as to the extent of operation within the}::school. 
Table 7--Area 4: student Adjustment Inventory. Wide variance of opinion 
between guidance administrators and teachers is indica ted in this Area on 
, . 
all Items except Nos. 24a and9.N6~Item is given an a~erage rating above 
3.5 by teachers; Item 24a is the onlY Item. rated under 4.0 by administrators. 
A tlttl value of 10.46 renders tliese "ayerages very significant at the 1% level. 
4" '. 
Table 7a gives the context 'of Items in Area 4,' and shows comparative 
placement of concerted opinions of, teachers and ,guidance administrators as 
to the extent of operation within the, school. 
Discussion of Findings: School J. School ,J re,turned a total of 43 Check-
lists: '41 from teachers; 2 from guidance administrators. On the Desirability 
Scale, guidance administrators agreed to the desirability of all Items except 
No.3, which was given a 1.9 rating (probably not important or desirable) by 
one respondent. On the Opinion Scale, the majority of Items were given a 
4.0 rating, although it was connnonlyagreed by the two respondents that Nos. 
14, 35, 41 and 43 were "definitely not satisfactory". One~'guidance director 
seemed to indicate a slightly more critical attitude than":.the other one. 
In tabulating Checklists from-~.teacher-responses, it became apparent that 
over one-third of them were identical. Whether a large group of teachers 
assembled and rated the Items, whether indiVidual mem.bers were influenced by 
one particular member, or whether some other irregularity occurred is not 
mown. In any event, tabulations front School J were not included with the 
other schools. 
All Items on the Desirability Scale were thought to be desirable by 
teachers in School J, but the great majority of Items on the Opinion Scale 
were given a 2.0 rating. The only Items to receive a mean average rating 
above 3.0 were: 
No. 16 - 3.4 average 
24c - 3.1 If 
27 - 3.8 II 
28 - 4.3 It 
30 - 4.3 n 
The majorit,y of the Items were given a mean average rating under 2.8. 
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In view of the foregoing, the Checklist returns fDr School J were deemed 
invalid and, therefore, not included in the gener~l tabulations. 
Teacher Pr~ration in Field of Guidance. 
Schools H and I. A Checklist summarization reveals the fact that many -
teachers in the senior- high schools have studied guidance and counseling. 
Those possessing the highest degree of specialized training in this field in 
School I, are: 
School H: 
Teacher A - 18 graduate hours; 2 years' experience in counseling. 
" B - 40 hours credit in guidance and counseling. 
" C - Workshop at Purdue; several courses at Northwestern. 
If D - )6 hours graduate work in guidance. 
n .I;!; - 20 hours guidance and couns eling; 18 hours social work. 
n F - M. S. Degree in Social Science. 
tI G - Appro:x:i:ma tely 15 hours, group and individual guidance. 
Teacher A - 15 graduate hours in guidance and counseling. 
II B - One year counseling experience (outside Utah). 
II C - 10 graduate hours in guidance. 
II D - Graduate work beyond M. S. Degree in pupil personnel. 
II E - M. S. Degree in Social Science. 
It F - M. S. Degree, and Counselor I s Certificate., 
n G - 50 hours credit in guidance~and counseling. 
,I H - Approximately 15 hours in guidance and counseling. 
Summary of nRemarks li Contributed. 
Teacher-Comments at End of Checklist. As previously stated, space was 
provided at the end of the Checklist for comments or additional remarks. The 
following remarks summarize opinions of teachers from the senior high schools 
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H and I~ 
A comment on Item No. 31 suggests that educators should work toward 
~ adequate guidance service to children and small classes. Another teacher 
sums up many opinions rendered by stating: 
If ••• 50 far, I think most 'guidance pr~grams are hampered by lack 
of time, money and personnel; ,and that applies es:pecially to our 
system. Teachers who are really interested in seeing guidance. 
function have classes with enrollments so large that they cannot 
give individual attention to students. Too much guidance is 
hit-and-miss, and catch-as-catch-can." 
Another teacher writes at length 'regarding educational placement, stating in 
"As long as a school set-up exists in which all students attend 
the~.,same school and the same classes, guidance is only a mockery ••• 
as long as we have great, frustration, great unhappiness (etc.), 
indifference and brilliance all in the same class, how can we_ even 
talk of a guidance program. There is a minimum of provision to 
place a student where he can succeed and develop a wholesome person-
ality • •• " 
Many connnents were forthcoming on Item No. 13, regarding planned programs in 
the advisory class, and the feeling that more constructive guidance should 
function in this area. One teacher stated: 
flErven though the functions of guidance mentioned in this Check-
list are important and should be emphasized in the first or 
advisory period,. they should not be liinited to only that period. 
Guidance is a function of a teache~ during all periods, classes 
and activities. Specialized help is needed in carrying on these-' 
functions." 
It is assnmed, of course, that guidance is a continuous function, not limited 
to a particular time o~ place. Several teachers commented to the effect that, 
ai thar more t:ilne should be devoted to this type of guidance in the advisory 
period, or that a separate period be provided once or twice a week. 
In dealing with problems of pupil personnel, it is often forgotten that 
teachers possess much competence and interest in helping students. Many 
teachers commented to ~he effect that lack of confidence between the guidance 
persormel and teachers ,h~9.mi),~t'? .the .. in~i v:iA:u~ . efforts of the teacher. One 
comment sums up this feeling: 
flIt is important that teachers create confidence in the guidance 
per~onnel among students. It is equally important that the guid-
ance personnel create the feeling that teachers ~ to do ~he 
right thing by students in difficulty. If the stuq,ent could be 
encouraged to believe in his teachers, perhaps better results 
might be .achieved. 1I 
Several different comments pointed out the fact that there is no channeling 
of information back to the teacher, which often leads to misunderstandings 
and the undoing of valuable services rendered by the teacher, and vice versa. 
One teacher stated: 
"As one teacher, no knowledge is given to me concerning results of 
interviews with students. In fact" I can see no results at all of 
counseling service as it is. at present. The adviser never knows 
what is going on, is never told even if a.student has a problem ••• 
results of interviews or counseling are often offset by someone 
. else in authority." . -
A number of comments carried the suggestion that thec~ounselorls office pro-
vided a place for social gatherings and cliques, which disc0uraged many needy 
pupils from entering the office. A comment on Item No. 38 stated: 
"It appears to me that students should be taught the i.Irq:>ortance arid 
necessity of their contributing to society ••• that they should be 
taught and should practice self-control, gratitude for contributions 
given them by the school, and they should give their aid to school 
problems when requested. 1t . 
-
One teacher added an Item 46, as follows: 
tlThere should be a close cooperation between the deans and the 
counselors on one side,and the individual teachers on the other 
side. II 
This teacher also made the following comment: 
"It is apparent from nr:f checks that I am a firm believer in guidance. 
It is also apparent that I do not think it is being proper~ accom-
plished in this.school. ,~.person should go out and get his degree 
ill guidance before he' takes ove.r a job .aB -dean< ol>cQu:i\selor~ .·He 
should not be . app6:i.nted a.hd then told to-go' out and -., get his,iIii tial 
training and education in gui-cra:nce ••• tI . 
Preventive 'measures seem <to be the" c'on~err1 of many -teachers. The following 
statement appeared on one Checklist~ 
"Definite, well-planned policies ne~d to b~ developed and followed. 
At present, too much money is being spent for guidance after a 
pupil has become a delinquent. fI -
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Discussion of Findings for Junior High Scho~s. 
Introduction. It will be recall~d from the discussion of the Desirability 
Scale value-ratings, that the guidance administrators and. teachers in the junior 
high schools of Salt Lake City were in substantial agreement as to the desira-
bility of the large majority of the practices and provisions enumerated in the 
45 Checklist Items. However, in assigning values to the Opinion Scale indicating' 
the extent to which the various IteMS were operating within the schools at the 
time the Checklist was considered, Figures 6-11 seem to indicate, in many in-
-stances, wide differences in opinion-ratings between the teachers and the 
guidance administrators of the programs. These Figures ~epresent six of the 
seven junior high schools; sch,ool G did not cooperate in the study. 
The junior high schools of Salt Lake City" at the-:_time this study was con-
ducted, employed seven principals, seven and one-half COUllS elors, and appro:xi-
mately 200 regularly-employed teachers. Some of the counselors in the junior 
high schools were men, some women. ,Finances permitting, it would be deSirable, 
of course, to employ at least one girls' counselor and one boysl counselo~ in 
each junior high school. 
Inasnmch as opinion-ratings of the junior high school personnel through-
out the city seemed to correlate to a marked degree, the findings from these 
six schools will be discussed collectively. A S'UJill'flS.rY of teacher-connnents, 
gleaned from "remarks" written into the Checklist by the respondents, appears 
at the end of the discussion of findings; also a brief resume of teacher-
preparation in-t the field of guidance and counseling. 
QPinion Scale Findings. 
Figures 6-11: Compara ti ve Ratings. With a mean average of 3.5 used as a 
cutting line between "probably not satisfactory, tf and "f?-irly satisfactory," 
'.~ , .~' 
it will be noted that somewhat Wide variance of opinion exists between the 
guidance administrators and the--' teachers on many Items. As was previously .. 
stated, a IIjwnpff rating from 4.0 designating ttfairly satisfactory," to 5.0 
-
designating "very outstanding or satisfactory, II required a specific connnitment 
of opinion as to the positive presence of the provision or practice within the 
school; a 3.0 rating indicated flpro'bCb1y unsatisfactory," and 2.0 Ifdefinite1y 
. .-
not satisfactory." An arbitrary weight was assigned to the value-ratings and 
th.e mean average-rating for teachers secured on each Checklist Item; .likewise, 
averages were secured for the guidance;-administra tor' opinion ratings. These 
comparative ratings are shown. by individual schools on Figures 6-11, with 
teacher opinion running from low-rated Items to high; guidance-administrator 
opinion on the same Items stands alongside the teacher average-rating. 
Using the mean average opinion rating of 3.5 as a cutting line, it will be 
noted that the teachers and administrators of the programs in the various 
schools aSSign a mean average above 3.5 to the Checklist Items in the following 
percentages: 
School 
A 
B 
.0 
D 
E 
,":'F 
. , 
GA-Ra tings 
97% 
40. 
75 
91 
66 
26 
cTchr-Ratings 
44% 
4· 
37 
·6 
70 
31 
Although percentages are sometimes quite deceiving, the foregoing figures 
indicate that the guidance adminis~rator i~'~chopl &~ who responded to the 
Checklist seems to indicate. a critical attitude toward the program in that 
particular school, as do the 'administrators in School F. Identical opinions 
were rendered by the principal and the counselor in School D, and seven Items 
were not given ra tings--which could possibly invalidate this particuJ-ar return 
if the identicalness were a result of extensive collaboration. Also, if teachers 
were IIstructured ll prior to rating the Checklist, if some visible means of check-
ing was used by the administrator in seeking a return, or some other irregular-
1~The counselor in School B did not respond to the Checklist. -
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ity occurred, teachf;'3r ratings may represent a forced opinion in such instances. 
A facto~ of this nature would not, of course, be specifically revealed by the 
ratings obtained. 
COmparative Tables 8-11. . From the Figures 6-11, the Checklist Items are 
reclassified into Area samplings, shown by Tables 8-11. As a means of easy 
comparison throughout the city,all six schools are included in each Table. 
The Udiff" column represents the mean difference opinion-rating between teacher 
and guidance-administrator averages; the "til value indicates reliability of 
differences on the ~o uncorrelated groups. 
It will be" recalled that the Area classifications on the Checklist Items 
are as follows: 
1. Organization and administration of the guidance program. 
2. Items relating to the counSelor. 
3. Guidance director-teacher relationships. 
4. Student adjustment ~ventQry. 
I);hscussion of Findingsj Items Reaasembled •. 
Table 8-~rea 1: Organization and Administration. A study of TableJ:8,. 
" . 
Area 1, indicatesth~t the. teach~s:·in ail six junior high schools as·sign com-
"parable degrees of value-rating to the same Items in many instances; and that 
the guidance administrators are in frequent agreement. It will be noted that 
the large majority of Items receive an average-rating by teachers in all six 
junior high schools of flprobably unsatisfactory-,ll but many are classified as 
operating "fairly satisfa.ctory." Guidance administrators in the schools assign 
an average-rating of flfairlysatisfactory" to the niajority of Items, with 'many 
Items classified as operating "probably unsatisfactory,tf and a few at the two 
extremes of the scale. 
The following bre¥-down from Table 8 shows inter-school s:ilnilari ty of 
opinion on Items relating to organization and administration by th~ placement 
SCHOOL It A" 
M.Av. J4.Av~ 
Tchr-. GA 
Battlg l&t1ng 
3.7 403 
3.3 4.0 
3.2 3.6 
3.7 405 
4.2 4.5 
303 500 
3.4 4.3 
3.1 5.0 
3.6 4.6 
301 4.0 
3.5 5.0 
3.9 4.6 
3.5 3.4 
3.6 4.4 
3.1 4.0 
3.5 4.4 
t - 6.91 
Table 8. Opinion ~ca1e, Area l--uomparative response~ratings at guidance admin1strators 
and teachers on Items relating to orgs nlzatlon an d a dministration of the 
guidance programs in the junior high schools 
SCHOOL "B" SCHOOL "C" SCHOOL "D" SCHOOL "Ett SOHOOL "F" 
M.Av. .MoAv. MoAv. M.Av. M.Avo M.Av. JIIL.Avo MoAvo. K.Avo ILoAvo 
Tchr. t.tA Tehro li-A Item Tchr. liA Tchr. (JA Tchro t7A 
lJitt Batir:g Batfig Ditt Rating Bating Ditt .• No • Rating Rating Din lhttng Brting vitro Bit~ Bating 
• 6 3.2 4.0 .8 3 .• 6 400 .4 1 3.3 41>0' 07' 3.7 205 -1.2 304 3.5 
.7 2.9 4.0 101 3.7 500 1.3 2 301 400 09, 308 4.05 07 3 08 400 
.4 2.9 300 01 3.3 3.5 .2 3 3.0 4.0 1.0 3.7 4.,5 .8 2.9 3.0 
.8 207 4.0 1.3 3.6 4.5 .9 5 3.8 400 .2 3.7 3.0 - .7 3.8 4.0 
.3 404 4.0 <=> 04 4.2 400 - 02 7 4.4 5.0 .6 4.4 5.0 .• 6 4.2 500 
, . 
1.7 3.0 300. 00 301 205 
-
.6 8 301 4.0 09 3.6 3.0 - 06 305 305 
.09 2.8 400 102 305 500 105 10 302 40.0. 08 307 
'. 
3.5 - ' .. 2 3 .. 5 3.6 
1.9 2.6 3.0 .4 3.2 2.5 07 11 302 4.0 . 8 206 . 2.0 .,. .6 3-.3 3.0 
1.0 207 4.0 1.3 304 4.0 .6 12 302 4.0 08 3.1 5.0 1.9 3.5 3.5 
.9 . 2.5 2.0 .5 209 - - 15 2.8 - - 3 .. 1 . 4.0 .9 3.2 4.0 
1.5 2.8 3.0 .2 _ 308 2,,5 · ~1.3 21 3 .. 2 400 .. S 3.7 4.0 .3 3.6 3.; 
.7 209 2.0 - 09 205 307 102 23 301 400 .9 3.6 3.0 - .. 6 3.6 3.0 
- .1 2,,7 2.0 .... 7 3 .. 3 4.0 .7 35 3.0 ..,. ... 3.7 2.0 -1.7- 3.5 3 .. 0 
.8 3 .. 3 4 .. 0 .7 3.4 4.0 06 ,38 3,,1 - ... 4.3 4.5 .2 3.8. 305 
.9 2.7 3 .. 0 .. 3 3.4 4.5 1 .. 1 39 2.8 4.0 102 3 .. ; 4.0 .5 3 .. 4 3 .. 5 
.9 3.2 4,,0 .8 3 .. 2 40; 103 40 2.9 4.0 1 .. 1 3.6 4.0 04 304 3.5 
t - 1.99 t - 2.80 t ... 12.12 Not . Not 
Ditt. 
01 
02 
01 
.2 
oS 
,,0 
.1 
- .3 
.0 
.8 
- ,,1 
CD .6 
- .5 
- .3 
"I 
.. 1 
2.98 needed at Bot 2.16 needed at .3 .11 needed' at 
1" level' 
significant significant 
1. level s1gnitican t 5" level 
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of "Tchr" for the teacher average-rating in a school, and of "GAff for the guid-
ance administrator average-rating in the same school. It will be noted that 
the gu.idance administrators in the' various schools are in quite close agreement 
with teacher-opinion, even though the,r assign higher ratings in some instances. 
The lit" value for the individual school appears at the end of each column on 
Table 8. 
Table 8a. Opinion Scale Area 1. Inter-school similarity of opinion on Items 
relating toorganiz.~ ti9ti. and:' ,~dininistra tiollwithin the junior high 
school. . '. .... "/." . '. . "., . 
Item . Def .Not Proba151y Niriy Very 
.No. Context of Checklist Item School .Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
1 
2 
3 
7 
8 
The guidance program is deirel~ped. &" 
operated by the entire school per- .. 
sonnel. 
,Teacher suggestions and'opinions are 
solicited and incorporated into the 
guidance program of the school. 
student and.community opinions are 
solicited and incorporated into the 
guidance program of the school. 
Guidance duties assigned to teachers 
appropriately trained; who possess 
special interests and ability. 
Adequate provision maderor.in-serv~ 
ice education for teachers. 
i: 
B 
C 
D 
,E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
.C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
GA 
GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA. 
.Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tcfu! 
Tchr/GA. 
Tchr/GA 
. Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
" Tchr 
, Tchr 
. etA 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
Tchr/GA. 
GA 
Tchr 
GA 
GA. 
Tehr 
GA' 
T~hr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
c 
• > GA. 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
Tcbr 
Tchr CiA. 
Tc 
Tchr/GA 
Tcbr/GA 
.Tchr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
GA 
Tchr 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
GA 
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Table 8a (continued) 
Item. Def.Not Probably FairlY Very 
. No. Context of Checklist Item Sch001 Satis. Unsatis. Satts. Satis • 
10 Philosophy .of gu:¥1iance program a eon- .. J. 'Tehr. . GA .. 
tinuously~evolving~procesa endeav- B ·Tchr ... ' , GA 
oring to develop each pupil in pro- C Tchr 
portion to his maximum potential- D Tehr 
ities for functioning to capacity.E GA 
F Tchr 
11 . Adequate stenographic help proV>i~ed. A . T·chr 
B··· .... ~cllr/GA 
12 
1 
.21 
23 
35 
3 
to guidance department. . 
C GA .Tchr 
D Tchr 
E' GA. Tchr 
f. Tchr/GA. 
Guidance staff has .worked out mutually A 
satisfactor,y statement of their re- B 
spective responsibilities and duties. C 
D 
E 
F 
.. Well- : etioning faculty. committee. A 
helps plan guidance programs in school. B Tohr/GA 
C 
.Guidance department functions as co-
operative, confidential agency to 
teachers and students in the .school. 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
.C 
D 
E 
F 
standardized method of making refer- A 
rals to gUidance department uniformly B 
followed by all starr members. C 
D 
E 
F 
student follow-up studies.made regu-. A 
larlyand kept on file ·,as means of B 
broadening and enriching program. G 
D 
GA 
Tchr 
GA. 
E . GA 
Administrative policies function.to 
promote constructive use of freedom 
by students. 
F 
A 
B 
.C 
D 
E 
F 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
Tohr 
Tchr GA. 
. Tchr 
Tchr* 
Tehr 
TCM' 
Tchr 
Tchr. 
Tchr/GA 
.GA. 
Tchr 
Tehr 
Tchr 
.GA 
GA 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
GA. 
*Noresponsefrom guidance administrator. 
GA 
Tchr 
.GA 
GA 
Tehr 
GIl 
GA. 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
GA 
Tchr 
.GA 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA 
.Tchr 
GA 
GA 
TChr 
Tchr 
Tehr 
Tchr/GA 
.Tchr 
GA. 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
GA 
Table 8a (continued) 
Item 
.No. 
39 
o 
~ Context of Checklist Item 
. Guidance program in school is aren 
more concerned with preventive than 
remedial guidance policies. 
Student programming is efficient in 
meeting individual needs of students. 
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.Def .1lot·t~.P.l'obably Fairly Very 
School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
, '. A,' Tchr > GA. 
B Tchr/GA 
C .Tchr 
D Tchr 
E Tchr 
F Tchr GA 
A ,Tchr 
B Tchr 
C Tchr 
D Tchr 
E 
F Tchr/GA 
GA 
CiA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
'Tchr/GA 
Table 9-~rea 2: Items Relating to Counselor. From Table 9, it will be 
noted that wide variance of opinion exists between teacher and guidance admin-
istrator average-ratings in many instances. These Items reassembled into 
Table 9a, with a brief of each Item relating to the counselor, show more clear~ 
the inter-school similarity of opinion-ratings throughout the junior high 
schools. The"tU value for the individual school appears at the end of each 
column on Table 9. 
Table 9a. Opinion Scale Area 2. Inter-school similarity of opinion on Items 
Item 
No. 
26 
27 
28 
relating to counselor. ' 
Context of Checklist Item 
Guidance service should . make , avail-
able one or more counseling hours 
per day for each 75 to 100 students. 
ogram enables counselor.to devote 
major portion of time to "puretr 
couns eling. 
Professional counselor,requires,spec-
ialized training and. certification 
beyond that of a regular teacher. 
Def.Not Probably Fairly ,Very 
School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
A Tchr!GA, 
B Tcbr 
C 
D 
~ 
F 
.A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
GA. 
Tchr 
'GA 
Tchr' 
Tchr 
Tcbr 
Tchr GA' 
.Tc 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
GA. 
GA 
GA. 
Tohr 
.GA. 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
.TeM GA, 
.GA. 
Tchr GA 
Tclu-/GA 
,Tchr GA 
Tchr/GA 
Table 9. Opinion Scale~ Area 2-Comparative response-ratings of junior high school 
guidance adminlst:rators and tea.chers on Items relating to counselor 
SCHOOL "Aft 
)I..Av. M.Av. 
Tchr.' GA 
:eatj[g Ratilg Ditt. 
3.1 3.0 
- .1 
3.4 4.0 .6 
3.8 4.6 .8 
3.9 4.0 .1 
3., 4.0 .5 
3.4 4.0 .6 
t - 2.97 
2.78 needed at 
5S'level 
SCHOOL "B" SCHOOL "C" SOmOL "D" SCHOOL nEff 
M.Av. )l.Avo M.Av. iIl.Av. :M.Av~ 1I.Av. K.Av. M.Av. 
Tchr. G.A Tchr. GA Item Tehr. GA Tchr. GA 
Batmg Rating Ditt. IetfDg Rsttg Ditf. No. Batmg RaIang Ditf. ~ Rati.ll@ Dlft. 
2.3 co 
- 3.5 4.5 1.0 26 3.1 4.0 .9 2.9 2.0 - .9 
3.0 3.0 00 3.8 5.0 1.2 27. 2.4 4.0 1 .. 6 3.6 4.0 .4 
3.0 4.0 1.0 4.4 ,.0 .6 28 3., 4.0 .5 4.3 5.0 .7 
3.6 4.0 .4 4.1' 5.0 .9 ,30 3.3 4.0 .7 4.1 3 .. -5 - .6 
2.8 3.0 .2 3.9 5.5 1.1 ,32 3.4 4.0 .6 4.0 5.0 1.0 
2.5 3.0 ., 4.1 .5 .0 .9 ' 43 J.O 4.0 1.0 3.8 500 1.2 
t - 2.48 t - 11.35 t - '5.44 Not 
Not 4.60' needed at 4.60 needed at s1gn~f iC8Jlt 
significant l~ level l~ level 
Refresher Note: Significance at the 1$ level'means that 
we could expect the difference to be· 
Significantly greater than zero 99 times 
out of 100 if tm e ~eriman t were rep ea ted j 
, at the 5" level we could e xpe~t the d1t~ 
ferenc'e to be significantl)" greater than 
zero 95 times out' of 100 if repeated. 
• 
SCHOOL "F" 
M.Av. MoAv. 
Tohr. GA 
~ ,lhtang Diff. 
',~8 3.0 .2 
_. 
3·5 2.5 -1.0 
4.2 4.5 =- .3 
3.8 3.0 -- .8 
3.4 4.0 .6 
3.5 3.0 · r- •• 5 
Not 
significant 
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Table 9a (continued) 
Item .Def .Not Probably Fairly Very 
No. Context of Checklist Item School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
30 Counselor should not aetas formal ATchr/GA 
disciplinarian to pupils referred B Tchr/GA 
as behavior problems. C Tchr GA 
D Tchr GA 
E GA Tchr 
F GA TchT 
32 Services rendered by counselor substan..., A Tchr '. GA 
tially lightens the teacher-load. B Tchr/GA 
C TCM GA 
D Tchr. GA 
E Tchr GA 
F Tchr, GA 
43 Notations of ·counselor ... interview find- .A Tchr. GA 
ings are made in confidential file B Tchr GA 
folders of the pupils concerned. C Tchr GA 
D Tch.x ~ . GA 
E Tchr GA. 
F Tchr/GA 
Table 10--Area 3: Teacher~Counseior Relationships. Table 10, listing the 
comparative averages of teacher and guidance aCiministrator opinion ratings, 
indicates that the majority of Items in this group commonly average at or 
below 3.5 or IIprobably unsatisfactory." It will be recalled that Nos. 13b 
and 14 havel'reference to occupational information and adjustment, and do not 
particular~ concern the junior high scho~ls at the present time. No. 31 
received a low rating throughout the entire system. The "t" value'appears 
at the end of each column on Table 10. 
These Items, reassembled to present a clear picture of inter-school 
similarity of opinion, are shown by the following Table lOa: 
Table lOa. Opinion Scale Area ·3. Inter-school similarity of opinion on 
Items relatin to idance administrator-teacher relationshi s. 
Item 
,No. 
6 
Context of Checklist Item 
Teachers periodically·, briefed on· 
standard test results and signif-
icance to enable them to interpret 
and utilize informational results in 
evaluating individual student neeqs. 
School 
,A, 
B 
.c 
D 
E 
F 
ef.Not Pro a y Fair y Ver,r 
Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
Tchr GA 
Tchr/GA. 
Tchr/GA' 
,Tchr 
. Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA . ' 
GA 
SCHOOL "A-
MoAv .. lLAv .. 
Tohro GA 
Table 10. Opinion Scale p Area 3= ... Comparative response ratings of junior high school 
guidance administrators ·and teachers on Items relating to counselor-
teacher rela t 10nship s .. 
SCHOOL "B" SCHOOL "C" SCHOO L "D" SmOOL "E" SmOOL ttF" 
:MoAvo MoAv .. M.A-v .. MoAv. MoAv .. MoAv .. MoAv" M"Av .. MoAvo lloAvo 
TChr .. GA Tchro GA Item Tobr .. GA Tchro GA Tchr .. . GA 
Rating Bating Dirr .. Bat~ Bat:iI8 Ditfo Bat1I:g Bat1ng Ditt .. No o Bating Bat1llg Ditf .. BaUDg ,Batmg Ditto ~ Ratmg 
3.2 405 1.3 3,,0 3 .. 0 00 3 .. 5 3'00 
- .5 6 3,,4 5 .. 0 1 .. 6 4 .. 2 4 .. 5 .3 302 3 .. 5 
401 4,,6 ,,5 300 4.0 1.0 3'·.i 400 09 l3a 301 200 -1.1 3.8 4 .. 5 .. 7 3 .. .3 3 .. 0 
.308 4.6 .8 207 4.0 10"3 205 301 .. 6 13b 3 .. 2 200 102 3 .. 5 3 .. 0 .... 05 209 3.0 
400 406 .,6 208 4 .. 0 1.2 3 .. 2 4.5 -1413 13c 3 .. 4 200 1.4 3.7 400 03 302 3.0 
4.0 4.6 ,,6 207 4.0 1,,3 3.4 4?5 101 l3d 3.3 2 .. 0 -1.3 307 400 .3 3 .. 4 3 .. 0 
209 400 1.1 2.4 3 .. 0 06 2.8 4 .. 0 '1 0 2 14 205 
-- -
3,,3 
- -
2.6 205 
3.6 3,,6 .0 304 2.0 -104 .3.7 4 .. 0 .3 16 3 .. 4 4,,0 .6 3.5 400 .. 5 3 .. 3 300 
3 .. 2 3.6 .4 209 3.0. .1 -3.3 2.5 - .8 18 3.0 400 1 .. 0 .3.4 5 .. 0 1 .. 6 31t6 3 .. 0 
I 
3.7 4 .. 0 .3 209 3 .. 0 ,,1 .403 2.,5 - .. 8 20 3'02 400 08 3 .. 3 4 .. 0 .7 -304 4 .. 0 
3.5 4 • .3 .. 8 207 300 0.3 3,,7 405 08 22 3 .. 0 4 .. 0 100 3.8 400 02 306 305 
3 .. 3 406 1 .. 3 2.7 3.,0 .. 3 4.2 500 -':08 25 301 4 .. 0 09 3 .. 9 400 01 4.0 500 
3.5 4.,6 1.1 208 400 102 308 500 02 29 209 4.0 101 4.2 500 .8 307 305 
3.8 4.0 .2 2.5 ... 
-
3.3 205 -. ,,8 31 3.3 4.0 07 3.9 300 ., 09 3,,6 300 
3.9 406 07 2.3 2.0 03 3 .. 3 205 ... .8 37 3,,1 400 09 4.1 4.0 ""'" 01 301 30,0 
300 400 1.0 2.6 400 104 3.2 4.,0 .8 44 209 400 101 3.,5 5·0 105 303 305 
307 4.6 .9 2 .. 7 400 1,,3 3,,4 305 •• 1 45 304 400 .6 3.9 500 101 308 4.0 
--C 
t - 7052 t - 2.73 Not Not t =- 2052 Not 
D1rf' 0 
.. 3 
- • .3 
01 
e» ,,2 
.... 04 
.1 
-
03 
-
,,6 
06 
"'" 01 
100 
CO> .2 
"" 06 
.... 01 
02 
.,2 
2.98 needed at 2016 needed at significant 81 gnifi ca nt 2 0 16 nee'ded at significant 
1~ lare1 . 5~ level 5~ level 
. ..,~ :~.::. ,~-:: ,- ,.... ' 
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'lable lOa (continued) 
Item Def.Not Probably Fairly Very 
No. Context of Checklist Item School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
13 Planned programs of group guidance 
function satisfactorily in advisory 
classes in areas of: 
(a) Educational information and A Tchr CiA 
choices B TeM GA 
.c Tchr GA 
D Tchr 
E TehT/GA. 
F TchrLGA (b) Occupational information and A Tehr GA 
choices B Tehr ,GA 
.c Tchr ,GA 
D ,GA Tchr 
E Tchr/GA 
F rrchrLGA 
( eJ Character training, social A Tehr GA 
adjustment, etc. B Tchr ,QA. 
G Tchr/GA 
D GA TeM 
E Tehr/GA 
F TchrLGA 
(d) :&lricbmen t of cuJ. tural exper- A Tehr GA 
ienees and activities B Tchr ,GA 
C Tehr GA 
D Tchr 
E Tehr/GA. 
F Tehr GA 
1 Teachers supplie information on crur- A Tchr GA. 
rent trends in occupational avail- B Tchr .GA. 
abili ty and salary data. as aid to G Tehr, GA. 
pupil long-range planning. D Tehr 
.. ,Eo' Tchr 
,'., ~ y, GA Tchr 
15 Teachers, recognize' that. guidance may A Tchr7& 
be long-time process; hence are not B GA Tehr 
disturbed when imme~iate adjustment C Tchr/GA 
is not made by pupil. D Tchr GA 
E Tchr GA. 
, . F TchrLGA 
18 Teachers encouraged to jot down anec- A .Tchr GA 
dotal items for~pupil individual B Tchr/GA 
records. C GA. ,Tchr 
D Tehr GA 
"",:" " t: .Tchr GA 
F ,GA Tchr 
--
v ' 
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Table lOa (continued) 
. Def.Not Probably Fairly Very Item 
No. 
20 
Context of Checklist Item 
Guidance dept. helps teacher~'iden~ 
tify behavior problems sufficiently 
serious to justif,r special counselor-
attention. 
School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis. 
22 
25 
31 
37 
44 
Guidance dept. helps teachers eval-
uate and fosters ethical use of con-
fidential personal data which permits 
diagnostic and remedial work with 
. indiVidual pupil. 
Guidance personnel solicit t~acher co-
operation and assistance in effort to 
improve and enrich student program of 
personal adjustment services. 
Teachersencouraged to develop within 
pupils, understandings and appre-
ciations which impel them to volun-
tari~ seek counseling service. 
Teachers with specializ,ed training, as 
counselors should be scheduled for 
part-time d.uty, even though 'load is 
slightly increased for others.· 
Advisory class guidance-programs re-
alizeQexcellent pnnposes in group 
guidance. 
Teachers are given :rra=ormatL9n~bo~t 
referral evaluations and advised as 
to proper follow-up Pfoeedu.x-,es. 
Guidance dept. is care Ul.not to in-" 
terrupt or reverse guidance processes 
by teacher when adjustment is ,evolving 
satisfactorily. 
A . . ,Tchr/GA 
B Tchr/a! 
.c GA Tchr 
D Tchr, GA 
E Tohr GA 
F TeM ~ 
A Tchr GA 
B Tchr/GA 
C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
.c 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
·F 
A 
B 
.c 
D 
E' 
F 
r·'" ". ~_, 
••• ,....-~ ~I ~_ 
Tchr 
.GA 
Tehr/GA 
GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tcl'lr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr 
Tcnr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
TCM 
Tchr 
.GA 
GA 
Tchr 
Tchr " 
Tehr/GA 
GA 
Tchr/GA 
.GA 
Tchr 
.GA 
Tchr/GA 
. Tchr 
,GA 
GA. 
Tcbr 
.GA. 
,Tchr 
Tchr GA. 
ehr GA 
GA 
Tchr 
Tcbr 
rrebr 
. .' "Tchr/GA 
Tehr/GA . 
. Tchr GA 
Tehr GA 
TchI- GA 
Tehr GA 
Tehr 
Tchr GA 
Tehr 
Tchr/GA 
.Tchr 
Tehr 
.GA 
GA 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
SCHOOL "Aft 
M.Avo ~lhAvo' 
Tohro GA 
Hati~ Rating 
307 4.'6 
303 400 
303 4.3 
3.0 400 
3.9 400 
Table 11. Opinion Beale, Area 4= ... Corrparat1ve response ratings of junior high school 
guidance administrators and teachers on Items relating to student adjust-
ment inven. tory 
SCHOOL fiB" SCHOOL "C" SCHOOL "D" SCHOOL "E" SCHOOL "F'" 
MoAvo MoAvo MoAvo MoAvo Jl"Av MoAv" .l4. oAvo KoAv. MoAvo MoAvo 
Tchr. GA Tchr. GA Item Tchr U-A Tchr. UA Tohr. GA 
Ditt art1Dg Ra~ Ditf. Iht:b:g Rating Ditt" Noo Hathg Rating Ditfo Re:tiI8 Rat jog l>1ff 0 Rat1rg Batmg Dift 0 
09 302 400 08 3 .. 7 405 08 4a 305 400 05 401 500 09 3.5 400 , .5 
.7 206 300 04 304 405 101 4b 300 400 100 306 305 ... 01 303 400 07 
100 205 400 105 3115 4.5 1,,0 40 302 400 08 307 500 103 3.3 4.0 07 
100 205 3.0 .5 209 305 .6 9 207 400 1.3 3.3 300 .,.. 03 208 3.0 02 
.1 306 3.0 co .6 307 4.5 .8 17a 305 """ =- 309 405 .6 .307 2.5 'c=o1o;o2 
401 400 ~ 01 306 300 <= .6 306 405 .9 l7b 303 400 07 3.6 4.5 .9 3.5 -3.0 ..,. .5 
3.9 400 01 209 - - 308 40,5 07 170 302 4.0 .8 400 400, .0 3.5 305 .0 
403 403 00 )05 -300 ., 309 5.0 101 19 3.7 4.0 07 308 3.5 .". 03 309 4.0 .1 
308 4.3 05 208 ' 400 102 304 4.0 .6 24a 3.2 400 08 3.7 300 - 07, 3 .. 1 3.5 .4 
305 4.0 .5 208 4 00 102 306 405 .9 24b 3.2 4.0 08 3.9 4,.0 01 3.2 305 .3 
307 403 06 206 ,4.0 1.4 306 405 09 240 209 400 101 3 .. 9 400 01 301 305 ~4 
345 400 ',5 ' 301 30 0 ",,' .1 301 400 09 33 300 400 100 401 500 .9 303 405 1 .. 2 
305 3.6 I!l 207 200 <= 07 2 .. 9 400 101 34 206 <=> = 304 300 <=> .4 302 300 0:> .2 
304 400 .6 201 2 .. 0 CD .. I 304 405 ' 101 36 209 400 101 3.5 400 .5 302 305 03 
208 3 .. 4 .6 2,8 300 .2 " 308 500 1.2 41 209 3.0 3.0 .0 205 2.5 .0 "'" co 
3 .. 0 4.0 1.0 201 3.0 09 3.1 405 104 42 2 .. 8 400 102 I 3f 02 305 03 209 3 .. 0 01 
t -- 5.45 t - 17023 t - 14028 t - 1 .. 68 t - 1039 
2098 needed at .Not 2.98 needed at 3011 needed at Not Not 
l~ level Significant l~ level l~ level significant significant 
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Table ll--Area 4: student Adjustment Inventory. Opinion ratings on Items 
relating to student adjustment inventor,y, Table 11, indicate general agreement 
in most areas by teachers in the various junior high schools. Guidance Admin-
istrators assign higher ratings to the majority of Items, and wide variance of 
opinion exists between teacher and administrator average-ratings in ~ in-
stances. Item No. 35, possib~, should have carried two parts: (a) occupa-
tional, and (b) educational. Although the junior high schools are not im-
mediately concerned with occupational adjustment at the present time, studies 
throughout the country show a downward trend in. this area as a means ofstimu-
lating long-range planning and preparation. 
Table lla, which follows, shows the inter-school similarity of opinion 
throughout the junior high schools. The lit" value, showing reliability of 
differences, appears at the end of each column on Table 11. 
Table 11a •. Opinion Scale Area 4. Inter-school similarity of opinion on Items 
relatinS: to student ad~ustment invento:£Z. 
Item. Def.Not Probab~Fairly Very 
. No. Context of Checklist Item School .Satis. Unsatis. Satis •. Satis • 41 5 Guidance program in school. includes 
such phases of ba?ic student-needs as: " 
Tchr/GA ' (a) s'ocial adjustment problems . A 
B Tchr GA 
C TChr/GA 
D Tchr GA 
E Tchr GA 
F Tchr .GA (15) diagnostic and remedial teaching A Tchr" GA. 
B Tchr/GA 
.c , Tchr GA 
D Tehr GA 
.E Tc~ GA 
F 'J."chr " GA 
( c) emotional health' .A Tchr GA. 
B Tchr GA 
.C Tchr GA 
'D Tchr GA. 
E Tchr GA 
F· Tchr .GA 
9 Guidance program is broad . enough· to " A .'rchr GA. 
care for special needs of over- and B Tchr ,QA 
under-achievers as well as average C Tchr/GA 
achievers D . Tchr, GA 
.. •. E Tchr/GA. 
F TchrLGA 
" 
Table lla (continued) 
Item 
No. 
Def.Not Probably Fairly Ver.y 
Context of Checklist Item 'School ,Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Batis. 
17 Special services are made available , 
to students through guidance dept: . 
(a) medical, psychological, psy-
chiatric 
(b) scholastic problems 
(c) social or emotional proble~ 
plements help 
24 Referrals made to guidance dept. by 
teachers usually evidence: satisfactory 
adjustment in: ' 
(a) disciplinary problems 
(S) scholastic probiems 
(c) social or emotional problems 
33 Pupils are given individual interpre-
tations of personal data, insofar as 
they can understand· andappreciat~ . 
significance ' 
GA 
A 
B 
,C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
'. B 
'C 
D, 
E 
F 
Tcbr/GA 
GA. Tchr 
Tehr/a! 
Tcbr 
Tchr/GA 
, Tohr' 
Tehr/a! 
GA . Tchr 
Tchr/Gl 
Tchr ,GA.' 
. Tchr/GA 
.Tchr/GA . ' 
~chr/GA 
Tchr 
, Tchr/GA. 
Tchr . GA 
. Tchr/GA 
Tchr GA 
. chr GA 
Tchr/GA. . 
Tchr GA 
'rchr/GA 
GA . Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA ' 
Tchr GA 
Tchr GA, 
Tchr GA 
,GA TCM 
Tchr/GA 
' Tebr GA 
Tchr GA. 
Tchr/GA 
,Tchr GA 
. Tehr/GA 
Tchr/GA . 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr GA 
Tchr/GA. 
Tchr GA 
Tchr/GA 
Tchr/GA. 
.'rehr GA 
Tohr/9A 
.Tchr GA. 
': 'fchr~, .' GA 
Tchr 
,Tchr ,GA 
CiA 
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1able lla (continued) 
Item 
No. 
Def. Not Probably Fairly Very 
Context of Checklist Item School Satis. Unsatis. Satis. Satis.' 
34 Guid~ce department maintains a well- A Tchr GA 
functioning placement and follow-up B GA Tchr 
service to students. C Tchr 
Combined guidance activities in school 
enable all students to realize abili-
ties and limitations, as aid to long-
range planning and adjustment (mental, 
physical, emotional). 
D Tchr 
E Tchr/GA 
F Tchr/GA 
A Tchr 
B Tchr/GA 
C 
D 
E 
F 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr GA 
Each student given at least one coun- . A 
selor interview per year regarding B 
his/her personal adjustment inventor,y. C 
Tohr GA 
Tchr/GA 
Combined program of guidance well or-
ganized .to help meet needs of ALL 
students--mental, social, p~sical, 
emotional. 
Teacher Preparation in Field of Guidance. 
D 
E 
F 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
Tcbr GA. 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA. 
Tchr 
,GA 
Tchr 
Tchr 
Tchr/GA 
Tcbr/GA 
GA 
GA. 
GA 
GA 
GA. 
Tchr 
GA 
GA 
GIL 
Junior High Schools A-B-C-D-E-F. A Checklist summarization reveals the 
fact that ~ teachers in the junior high schools have studied guidance and 
GA. 
counseling be,rond the required training courses. Those possessing the highest 
am01111t of specialized training in this area are a~'follows: 
School A: 
Teacher A - 15 graduate hours in guidance and counseling. 
n B - 10 graduate hours , individual and group guidance. 
~ C - Approximate M. S. in Psychology. 
" D - M. S. Degree in Social Education. 
U E - 12 graduate hours, guidance and counseling. 
If F _ 15 n II n tI tl 
School B: 
Teacher A - Psychology major. 
n B - Counselor's Certificate. 
II .C - 10 graduate hours, guidance and counseling. 
School E: _ 
Teacher A - Minor in Social Edu. for M. S. Degree. 
If B - Approximately 25 grad. hours, guidance. 
II C - High School dean of gir Is - 4 years. 
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Many teachers made critical comment regarding the inadequacy of the 
required courses in guidance being offered by teacher-training institutions. 
SUMma£Y of "Remarks" Contributed gr Teachers. 
Teacher-Comments at End of Checklist~ It will be recalled that space was 
provided at thevend of the Checklist for comments or additional remarks. The 
following is a resume,of contributions from the junior high school teachers. 
Many of the teachers called attention to the need for more help of a 
counselor nature. One teacher sums up the feeling of many others in this 
statement: 
"There is need for twice as many counselors as are now on the 
staff. One person can only do so much--and if you give him. too 
much work he is spread out so thin that his efforts are not effect-
ive ••• ~so, a counselor needs time to advise teachers (concerned 
with pupils he/She is helping) as to the facts before them and the 
possible follow-up situation. Guidance is to prevent and help 
student-problems, not to ignore them or drop the students from 
school." 
Another statement read: 
til think there should be a close understanding and cooperation be-
tween the advisory teacher and the counselor. Often a counselor is 
aware of problems which an adviser knows nothing about and a mis-
understanding of the pupil results. I think teacher and counselor 
should know about 'each problem, and that it be held in strict confi-
dence between them--the pupil should be the first consideration." 
Other comments along this line stated: 
lithe home-room teachers are not consulted when their advisees are 
in diff"icul ty • II 
tiThe counseling program Seems to find it necessary to keep the 
teachers uninformed and unaware on most cases requiring counseling--
so, as teachers, we are fairly ignorant of just what is done. 1I 
11 ••• teachers are seldom included in any conversations where the 
student, parent and counselor are concerned." 
These criticisms may be justifiable on the premise that the counselor comes 
into the situation to work with the teacher in helping the pupil over a 
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difficult period. It is' the· teacher who carries the continuing school rela-
tionship with the pupil. 
Most of the comments offered indicated that the teachers were cognizant 
of the fact that too much of the counselor l s time must be devoted to activit,r 
other than "pure" counseling. 
Individual programming brought forth a number of comments. The reactions 
of m~ respondents are summed up in the following comment: 
r~ll students in the school do not belong in-academic situations and 
no programming would be efficient--we are in need of greater voca-
. tional training possibilities on the higher level." 
Random Control Group. 
Figure 12. As a means of comparing opinion-ratings of more experienced 
teachers with those having less teaching experience, ten Checklists were 
pulled at random from each school. Half of these Checklists, designated 0-1, 
represent the mean average opinion-rating of the teachers having under five 
years' t~ching experience; the other half, designated C-2, represent those 
having over five years' experience. 
From Figure 12, it will be noted that no appreciable difference of opinion 
exists between the two groups on the majoritY of the Items listed. Thirteen 
Items received the same mean average rating by both groups, sixteen Items 
xeceived a higher average b.1 C-2; and twent.1-five Items received a higher 
average b.1 C-l. Slight variance of opinion is evidenced in the majority of 
instances, although Nos. 11, 18, 23, 30, and 31, indicate a mean difference 
of .5 or over. 
Item No. 11, stating that the guidance department is supplied with ade-
qua te stenographic help , received a mean difference of .7, wi th C-2 placing 
it in the "probably 1ll1satisfactory" category with a 3.0 average; and C-l 
placing it as "definitely not satisfactory" with a 2.3 mean average. An 
..:~ 
5 .. 0 
9 
8 
7 
6 
4.5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
4.0 
9. 
8. 
7 
6. 
3.5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
3,,0 
9 
. ... ;.:. 
.~ 
I 
Mean-average rat.ihgs ,by teachers with ·less !'!-
than t ive yea" e~ er1enc e', running from 
lowes t-rated i tam to higb.e st 
Jlea D.+q~ts.ge l:8~JJlg~ ··by te ache I'S wi tb. more 
than five years experience, on same item 
Figure 12. OpinIon Scale ratings, teaohers nth less than and more than five years experience 
.... ___ iiIiiiIoIoo.I ___________ --:.. __ ...:.... ______ ---=--.......... _____ -----'-'~~ _ ___"_'_~ _ _____'___, -___ , __ 
Quest" 
Noo 
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element which could enter into a misconception by senior high school teachers 
in .as signing a value to this Item is the fact that many pupils are assigned 
to~assist with routine clerical duties in the guidance office. 
Item No. 18, concerning the recording of anecdotal Items, received an 
average of 3. L~ by 0-1 which placed it in the "probably unsatisfactory" ca te-
gory~}·· 0-2 a~sig~ed. an average of 2.~j pla?ing :it' in the "definitely not 
satisfactory" group. 
Item No. 28, referring to additional specialization and certification 
for the counselor"received an8:verage of 4;0 or "fairly satisfactory" by C-l; 
C-2 assigned a mean average of··4.9, indicating livery satisfactory.1t 
Item No. 30, sugge$ting. that the counselor should be freed from all formaJ. 
,.:.~ 
disciplinary duties, was given an average rating of 3.3 by C-l, which indicated 
"probably unsatisfactory"; a rating of 3.8 by 0-2 indicated "fairly satisfactory." 
Item No. 38, referring to utilization of teachers for part-time counseling 
duty when qualified by training and special skills, received an average of 
3.3 by C-l and 2.6 by C-2; both averages fell in the t1probably unsatisfactoryfl 
category. It will be recalled from the Desirability Scale value-ratings that 
teachers did not consider this Item practical or feasible at this time. 
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SUMMARY 
The Problem. The problem embodied in this study is to ascertain teacher 
awareness of acceptable guidance provisions and practices, in terms of selected 
objective' criteria; and to sample comparative opinions of principals, deans, 
counselors and teachers relative to the extent to which the provisions and 
practices enumerated are operating in the individual junior and senior high 
schools of Salt Lake Cit,y. 
Methodology Employed. Evaluation was determined by means of a Checklist, 
submitted to the entire faculty of each bigh:::school in the public school 
system. Items on the Checklist were-assembled after careful analyses of 
,present guidance practices and policies in the Salt Lake Cit,y schools, sup-
plemented by analyses and practices recommended by (1) various state programS 
across the United States; (2) cities with school population comparable to 
Salt Lake City, and (3) experts in the field of guidance and counseling. 
The_: .. final Checklist contained 45 positive statements embodying aspects 
of practices and provisions advocated by authorities to be of worth, and were 
careful~ selected from opinions and judgments of a wide number of authorities. 
The Items, co~tained in the- Checklis~. seemed to possess approximate significance 
for all who wouid answer them, 'and called for opinion as to the desirability of 
the Items listed, as'well as for opinion-values regarding operation within the 
school. Ths:'lPhecklist was ,.:d~~~gned ,to g&:tl1er'~ the following informati,?n: 
1. Length of service ,(a) in present school; (b) total experience. 
, ;, 
2. Amount of university training in the field of guidance possessed 
by teacher. 
3. Attitude- and opinion-ratings regarding the present programs 
of guidance in the various high schools. 
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4. Additional connnents, or individual remarks contributed by 
respondents. 
From the Opinion Scale, tabulations were made by individual schools for 
male and female::'responses, and the weighted mean average opinion secured sepa-
ra tely for two groups (1) teachers, and (2) guidance directors. Tabulations 
from the Desirabili~ Scale were not given statistical treatment inasmuch as 
they evidenced substantial agreement by all respondents on the majority of 
the Items listed. 
No significant variance was evidenced between male and female average 
opinion, ratings,., Some 1te11¥l were :ra,ted higher by men teachers, sO,me higher 
• • I' ~. :'", _ • • " ~, .. I , 
by·. the'women~ ... tli~ : mean,:, difference averaging '·not; more than 0.2. 
Many teach~rs" wrote critical cornmen ts concerning the required training 
courses g~v~n,by ~h~ teacher-training institutions in the field of guid~ce. 
, , , 
Fifteen teachers in the' senior high schools H and I appeared to possess 
somewhat extensive specialized training in the field of guidance; twelve in 
the junior high schools A, B, and ~. 
Although all secondary schools in the Salt Lake City system were asked 
to participate in the study, one junior high school did not submit returns, 
and the Checklists from one senior high school were not included in the general 
tabula tions because of an irregularity which seemed to invalidate the returns. 
Summary of Rating Scale Findings. 
Desirability Scale. Tabulations from the Desirabili~ Scale indicated 
that guidance administrators and teachers in the various schools were in 
substantial agreement as to the desirabili ~ or importance of the majority 
of proviSions and practices enumerated in the Checklist. Possible exceptions 
were as follows: 
Item No. 31--to utilize services of properly-trained teachers who 
possess special,skills and interests for part-time 
counseling dut,r. 
Item No. l4--guidance department to supply information on occupa-
tional availability, current salary data, etc. as an 
aid ,to pupil long-range planning and training. 
Item No. 23--standardized method of making referrals to guidance 
department uniformly followed by all line and staff 
members. 
Item No. 30--counselor shoUld not act as formal disciplinarian for 
pupils referred as behavior problems. 
Opinion Scale. ,The Opinion Scale required the respondent to assign a 
\ 
valu.e to each of the 45 Items listed, indicating his/her opinion as to the 
extent each particular Item was operating in the school at the time the 
Checklist was considered. The Items selected for this study seemed to 
possess equal significance' to all who:would: submit opinions, with the pos-
sible exception of those referring to occupational adjustment. The junior 
high school, at the present time, is not::as deeply concerned with the oc-
cupational area as is the senior high school. 
Overall tabulations from the Opinion Scale indicated that teachers 
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throughout the city assigned a mean average rating of nfairly satisfactory-It 
or of "probably unsatisfactoryfl to the vast majority of Checklist Items; a 
negligible number of Items received a mean average of udefinitely not satis-
factory" and no Item was designated as operating livery satisfactory or out-
standingll by the teaching group. Guidance adminis tra tors throughout the city 
assigned 'a mean ,average rating of ufairly satisfactory" to the majority of 
the Checklist Items; a~"limited number averaged flvery satisfactory or out-
standing" arid a;negll:gi~1:e number fell, i:o the ~'c:iefinitely not satisfactorylf 
category. 
Although the high school guidance directors in some schools assigned 
higher averag~~ ," to the majority of the""Checklist Items than did teachers, 
comparative placement was " fraqu en tly similar--usually appearing not more 
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than one value higher on the rating scale. 
In the senior high school H, teachers and guidance administrators seemed 
to evidence agreement in the placement of many of the Checklist Items; wide 
variance of opinion was indicated in the senior high school I on the majority 
of Items. Junior high school teachers throughout the cit,y evidenced agreement 
on the majority of Items, and the guidance directors were frequently in agree-
mente 
From a random sampling of Opinion Scale tabulations of teachers having 
more than five years t teaching experience, and those having less than five, 
complete agreement was evidenced on the mean average ratings of 24% of the 
Checklist Items. Teachers with longer experience were slightly more critical 
on 46% of the Items listed, and those with less experience indicated slightly 
more ~ritical ratings on 30% of the Items. 
'Alt,pough, tabula'tions of gui.dance-administrator opinion assigned higher 
! 'i '. - '.', 
.,' .'~ Dlean~'average ratings than did" the teachers iii many instances, indications are 
tha t neither group 'evidenced a Jrl.gh degree of satisfaction with the guidance 
programs as, ,they are now opel'~ay~g~i,n .the high schools. (Repeti tion of con-
, .. -', . ,~ , 
text is not shown her~ as each Checklist Item involves a separate idea; see 
pages 49-53.) 
The limitation of the Checklist method of evaluating vital questions is, 
of course, recognized. Results of this study may serv:-e as a useful means of 
beginning a committee or permissive type of total evaluation which would 
obvious~ answer the questions selected for this study, and ma~ others, more 
adequately. 
Calculations of nttt values from the mean differences between teacher and 
guidance administrator ratings in each of the eight schools used in this study 
rendered 15 opinion groups significant at the 1% level; 4 groups significant 
at the 5% level; 13 groups not Significant. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
'. -' 
From the ehecklist tabUlation~~ it was found that educators in'the high 
schools of Salt Lake. City are in :s:ubstantial agreement as to the importance 
or desirabi+i~of, the ~5 ·pro~i9n$·. ,and. !~:r-actices listed. Indications are, 
~ y,~ 'lro 
that educators throughout the city are aware of, and possess a working know-
ledge as to what constitutes desirable guidance practices. However, ta~u-
lations revealing the extent to!which these practices or provisions were oper-
ating in the. schools at the time this study. was made, seem to indicate some-
wha t wide Variance of opinion between the teaching group and the adminis tra tors 
of the programs in many instances. 
This apparent variance in opinion ratings might be attributed toone or 
a combination of factors: 
1. The guidance program is accomplishing more than teachers realize. 
2. The guidance program is not accomplishing what it purports to 
accomplish. 
3. Teachers hold too high an ideal as to what might be accomplished 
or realized. 
4. ~thusiastic endeavors in some areas may project feelings of all 
around accomplishment by the guidance administrators in charge 
of the programs. 
5. Teachers should be playing a more vi tal role in the guidance 
programs. 
6. l!;valuations are often colored by (a) UPollyanna" reactions, or 
(b) by prejudice. .. 
7. Insufficient time, money and personnel handicap optimum operation 
of the guidance programs. 
In view of the foregOing, it appears that: (A) the guidance programs 
need to be more fully interpreted to teachers; (B) there is evidence of 
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insufficient rapport and tlteamshipU between teachers and administrators of 
~ -
the programs; (D) in-service education in the area of guidance needs to be 
improved (1) for teachers within the individual schools; (2) for guidange 
personnel through the central office; and (3) as a Ineans of cooperative eval-
nation and planning in the future • 
. Needs suggested by this study, and by teacher opinions are: (1) Guidance 
and counseling services to pupils need to be improved and expanded; (2) A need 
is evidenced for additional counseling services--especia1~ at the junior high 
school level; and (3) The role ?lld value of a guidance coordinator needs to 
be defined and discussed. 
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.APPEJIDIX 
. ' ~ 
Table 120 
.... .~-.: ~ 
.... "., 
Calculations of ntH values from mean difference averages between the· 
teacher and guidance administrator opinion-ratings ' 
Area l--organization and administration of guidance Brogram 
2 (sn)2 om 2 Ofiid "tit , School N SD2 -D , (Sn}N sn2(i['2 d 
.A 16 15 0 87 08688 12 008 3079 001579 01257 60912 
B 1.6 .9081 03562 2003 7078 003242 01801 10978 
C 15 13008 05600 4070 8038 003990 ' 01997 20804 
D 13 9053 08231 8081 0072 0004615 006793 120117' 
E 16 12039 004375 0 0 03 12036 005150 02269 
F 16, 2021 004375 0003 2018 0009083 009530 
H 16 7076 0g250 4041 3035 .01396 01182 40442 l, 16 30043 10 188 23077 6066 002775 01666 70316 
Area'2--Items relating to counse~or .. 
A 6 10 63 04167 1004 0059 001967 01402 20972 
B 5 1045 04200 0088 0 0 57 002850 01688 20488, 
C 6 5063 0'9500 5042 0 0,21 .oOCllOO 008367 110354 ' 
D 6 5047 08833 40 68 0079 002633 01623 50442 
E 6 402b 03000 0054 3072 01240 03523 
F' 6 2038 ""'02000 0029 2009 006967 02641 
H 6 2091 0.'3833 0088 2003 006766 02601 1047 
I 6 10097 103167 100 40 0057 001900. 01378 9055 
Area .... -teacher- dance administrator relatOonshi S 
.' 
A 16 100 64 07250 8041 . 202.3 ' 0009292 009 4 70521 
B 15 1.3052 05600 4070 8082 004200 02049 20733 
'C 16 12098 02125 0 0 72 12 0 26 005108 02260 
D 15 16075 03533 108'7 14088 007086 ~2662 1a327 
E 15 9028 04400 2090 6038 003038 01743 20524 
F 16 2071 -00312 "0002 2069 001121 01059 
H 16 60 95 04562 3033 3062 001508 01227 30715 
I 16 21060 09875 15 0 60 6000 002500 <11581 60 246 
Area ~--student adjustment inventorI 
A 16 6017 05062 4010 ~007 0008625 009287 50451 
B 15 100 47 03667 2 0 02 8045 004024 02006 1 0 828 
C 16 140,97 09438 14025 0072 0003000 005477 ' 170232 
D 13 11034 09C177 10071 0 0 63 0004038 006355 140283 
E 16 5068 02375 090 4078 001992 01411 1 0 683 
F 16 4096 01875 056 4040 0018.3.3. 01354 10385 
H 16 90 07 '06199 6013 2094 001225 01107 50590 
I 16 27086 102375 24050 3036 001400 01183 - 10 0 461 
~2 == sn2 _ (SrU~ Formula~ N 
N (N-2) 
D lNAII1A.TIOIl OF ASPJ:CTS OF THE GUlDAiCE SERVICES 
II !BE SALT LAD CITY HIGH SCiOOIS 
DO IOT SIOIl YOUB l'AMB: o 
i'lle purpose of tlllie quest1onma1re i& to l18.ke 8.n evaluation of' certain aspects 
of the gl,14aDce servi¢es in tlle higb. 8c~ools of Salt Lake City, vitia a Tift' 
to locattag area 8tre~~1 or weakD88ses. Tkia 8t.~ 1s 1n DO YaJ a criti-
97 
ci •• of th.e programs D.OVI' f"tmct1oniDg 1D the sclaools, nt m&7 'be 118ed. as a guld.e 
toyari. P08811tle 1mp:rOTem8Bt or st1"engtlleD.iDg of the programo 
So. of tu .coa4i'tilJU or prov1si0l18 contained. herein 118.1 not appl1' to yov 
8CAoOl~ OD. tile otTMr llaDd,ll 70U -1 wi.'" to ,include so_ ltellS tllat do not , 
8JP1&'r o It 80, v111 70U please use the space provided at the end tor wre-.rks" 
ratlaer tau makil&lg eo.-Dt. l!,y tll.e quest 10DS 0 
Male ( ) Fe_le ( ) 
List &JV' 8pec1a11:&~d. tra1n1Dg you kave ltd in ga1dance ad c0UD8e11Dg~ 
IDt1cate approxi-.te nuaber of :rears 7011 have taug1lt in this part iCl1l.ar 
.c.ool~ Total years experienceg 
------
IIDlT:mJAL SClIOOLS WILL :rOT D ]'l)D!IIFDD D TIIS S'l'UDY 0 
YOOB ACCUBA'fE OPIlVIOX WILL P!OVE MOm VAlUABLE. 
98 
~18 quest1or.maire conta,1lis a series of statements about various aspects of what migh.t be 
!alled. tile evolving gI11dauce program. in tae secondary schools o Please evaluate each state-
eDt in wo "'.78, uSU1lg the separate keY's, and plac1Dg a cheek (../) UDder the D11llber,9 
,posite tile stateMDt which approximates JOur JudgDlent" 
a..·iais 's14e 9 i_1eate your JUdSJll8nt ot On this side,? 1ndi.oate ,"our JUdgil?eDt 
~. aport auee , or tlesiraiilit,. of the pro- of the extent to which the prOVision or 
~8'1_ or cn4itioDo practice 1s DOW present in TOur se~ool" 
• Pro'bailJ DOt blportaut or des1ra)le o 10 Rave no basis UPOll wmieh to Juclge 0 
• Verr i.portant or dea1ral»le, ht not 20 Def'1n1t<&l1' not sat1sfactoZ"1'" 
practical or feuible at tais time 0 3 0 Pro'ba.b~ uuat is fact ory " 
• 
I1811.11 iaportant, or desirable.' 40 FairlJr satisfactory 0 
*50 Verr outsta:a41Dg or satisfactory" 
*Be.a'ber'9 the higaest nuaber indicates t~e highest ehoice o 
·2 3 1 2 3 It. 5 
1.. The pi4aDce prograa 18 developed SDd operated )7 t~e entire 
Beaeol perBo:lllD8l o 
20 Toac •• r .~8tioD8 aad opiniaDS are solicited and incorporated 
iDto t .. pid.a.nce progra ot the scllo01 01 the a.em.ocratic proce ••• 
3. 8tu4eDt~aad c~1t1 opiDiOBS are solicited aDd incorporated 
" 
illto tJae gu14uce progam of th.e 80110010 
4. 'ftle SUiiaace program. in tlle achool includes 811C& phases of 'basic 
need. of stu4eDts a8~ 
&" Soc1al ad.JlIst_nt proDleu • 
! D.. D1agmoat 1c ad remedial teae1li1Dg 
~ Co Emotional healtb. ; 
5 .. Various guidance duties in the school are assigned to facultJ" 
,um.'bers who are ap:propriatel1' tratned; and who possess special 
iat.rests aDd, abilityo 
61) Teachers are per1odical~ briere' on standard test result8 and 
-
.. 
sisn1t1eu.cej) to eDaile them to interpret.9 evaluate ~ and utilize 
informational results 1D. eval1lAt~:as :Individual student needs" 
70 !rAe adm.1D1atration ukea available to all teachers a compreh.en-
siTe record Ctll each student containing 1dent1t,-1Dg data,? sc~olas-
tic and teet rattDg8~ leadership and special-ability informat1oD9 
etc o9 centrally located tor easy acceSBo 
8 0 'Tbe administration provides vell-roUBded ~1n1Dg in group 
ga.1daD.ce to teachers,? through sroup dynamics, bullet iDS.9 lectures.9 
'audio-visual aids 9 yorkshops~ etc Oj witkin the schoolo 
90 'fYG!.e program of gu.1da:n.ce is auf'f1e1ent~ broad to c~e for the 
special needs of over-achievers and under-achievers, as yell as 
or the average acaievers. 
10 0 'ft.e philosophy of the ga1dance program is a continuoual,r evolving 
process which eDdeaTors to develop each student in proportion to 
his .aximua poteDt1al1t1es tor taDctiODiQg to tallest capacit7 tn 
8.Jl inereaSi!lgl1' complex Boc1et1'" I 
l~o fte gaid.aDce department is suppl~ed with adequate stenographic help 
to tac111tat\l :rfecord-keepiDgjl and enable teachers to receive per- I 
t1nelllt information which enrich.eJ3 their gu.id.ance activities,,' 
12" ... bers ot the guidanee staff' baTe worked out a mutually sat 1sfae- . 
tory stateme~t of t~e1r respective duties aDd responsiD111t18s o 
130 PJaBned ~ofVams ot grOUj guidance f'unet ion sat 1efaetor1~ in the 
. adTisor,;y (or first period classes of the school in tke art9SJ!l otg 
a o Educational information and choices 
)0 Ocoupatioual inforll.8.tion and choices 
Co Character trainiDg9 soc 1al adj'ustaent.9 etc .. 
do BrlIr'1ehaen.t of cultural experlences/aetiTit1es 0 
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On this 814e,9 iD41cate 70ur JUJigment of On this 11de $ indicate your Judgmell\'t 
ae ~portaDC. or desirability of t~e pro- of the extelllt to vh1011 the jrov1i ion lOr 
1810. or coD41t1oD.o practice 18 DOW preseDt La your achoolo 
~ Pro'bablJ' DOt 1aportaut or d.es trable 0 10' Have no basis upon which to Judge 0 
o Verr 1aportut or 4ea1,rable.9 but not 20 Def1:rli te ~ not, sat isfactory 0 
practIcal or feasible at this time o 30 Probabl;r unsatisfactory 0 
o 11gh~ illportaat or deiar-able 0 4. 0 Fa 11:> 11 sat 1s:f'aetory 0 
50 Very outstanding or satisfactory 0 
~ . 2 3 1 2 ~ 4 5 
140 TIle .p14aace 'epart_at sllppl1ee to teacaers $ 1Df'ormat ion 011 
1· 
-
" 
C\1P.l'Wat U'eul cOllcer:n.ill18 occapat10u.l &va1la'b111t:r and sal.ary 
.' tata in the cit,. aDd atate, .a u. aid to student ions-ruse 
,pl.amliDg 0 
150 .A. ~ell-:f"anct1on1Dg faculty co_1ttee helps to plan tTae gu1d.ace 
programs in the school. 
16 0 Teaclters re.cogaize tut. guidance is a proces's wh1clt eometimes \: ,; 
req\lire. lODS-time cOUDSeliq and' attention$! hence are :not dia- l 
tur)e' wh •• immediate adJustBeat 1s, Dbt made b1 referrals o 
17 0 SpeQ1al 88rv1<088 are :lIade ava1lAl:)~e 'to S'tUdeD:ts ~ thrOugh tb.e 
ga14auce d.epartment a in sucll area.s .s:: 
&0 J1e41calg pS1'cllolog1cal,9 payclliatric needa 0 
'b 0 Be-.dial ad lip readiDg'p' apeecll taerapy 0 
Co EcotlOltie difficulties j special problems 0 
lB" ft. guidance depart_nt encovages teachers to Jot down end I 
pass on to them» anecdotal items on student behav~or w~ich can 
ie prof1tabl1 taoluded on the individual personality records 
of students·o 
19 0 ft.. school 80c1al yorker "augaents' fm11 supplements the help given 
! 9· the gu1da.Dce department 0 " 
'-20 0 ft.e gu i.dance program he ips teachers to ident 14 rev idences of 
ieaaT1ol"'~ s.f't1~1e.tq serious to JustifY the special attention 
of a coaDaelor g or other specialized experto 
210 fb.~ 8Iliduce department :f'uDctions as a cooperative.\) cOlrd'ideu-
tial a~DCy to students and teachers in the schoolft 
220 !he gaidance department helps teaokers to evaluate--and tosters 
J 
-
etltical 1188 ot-- eont14ellt1al personal data on special needs.9 
pAJsiCill. ad "llItal ha.J.dicape.9 etc O~. wilich perm.ita ins1gll.ts tor 
-' 
d1&gQOst1c and remedial guidance york "With individual pupils 0 
i 230 A stadardized m.ethod of .makiDg referrals to the gu.~tda.n.ce 
! department is 11D1fo:r:lll~ folloved b,. all line and sta.ff members ! 
I of tu Bchool" 
24 0 :Referrals _de to tllle' gai4ance department by teacher. or 
adTisors .sual~ evldesce sat1sfacto~ adJustment 1lo.g 
&0 D1.set:plill8r7 pro)l.1lS 
b o Scllolaat1c pro)leu 
c~ Social or eaotiomal praDleu 
25" i'Jle ga14a:ace penomlel solicit teacher cooperation and. assis-
tance in u. effort to 1raproTe aDd e.nr1ch. tb.e student program of 
peraoual adjustment services in the school~ , 
20 0 fte guidace serrice should make available one or more cown.-
ael1M aourreper du for •• ek _75 to 100 stu.dents. 
270 ft.e guidance program. enables tae cmm.selor to .4evote the major 
portio. of his t1.- to helping iDdividuals l~arB about the~ 
selves 80 tae1 can begin to take steps to plan and. d1:reet their 
I 
01fD. .o:rowtb. &.'lJld deve lopaent 0 I 
28 0 A professioDal counselor requires specialized training a.ud ~---
certification be:roDd taat of a regular teaeiutr 0 1 
_'t.,_ 
, 
100 
On this side, indicate your JllJ.d.pellt. cd em. this side; indicate your Jud.gDtnt 
he i.portace or desirabi11t,. of' tme pro- of tlle extent to which the p:t'ovislon or 
1a1oD or coDditioDo praetiee is DOW present in your s~~oolo 
o Probably DOt important or desirable 0 ,1.. BATe no bas 1s upon which to judge .. 
• Very- important or desirable j) but not 2 .. De:f1n1tel1' not sat1sf'a.cto17 0 
practical or feasible at thts t1m.e .. 3 .. ProbablJ unsatisfactory 0 
II ~1glll1 1aportat or desirable .. 4 .. F&ir]~y eat is tact or, <> 
50 Vers' outstanding ·or sat is tact ory <) 
.. 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 
290 ~eac •• r. are encouraged to eDdeavor to develop within the 
at_ae.ta, suck UDderataDd1use aRt appreciatioB8 al will iapel 
" 
taft to .eek" TO luntarilJ , the couseliq services Available ' 
1D the schoolo 
30. The c~.lors altould Dot act as 41scipli:na.r1ana for stu.denta I 
referred to the. as 'beilavior problems .. 
310 !eachers with specialized tratains· as CO\lD.8f11ore should 'be 
scheduled tor such dut,., ~ t 1lte, ,even .thOl1gh it _ana 
slightl1 l.&:rser classes for other ~e&ehelllS in the school. o 
32. fte .ervice8 reMered. 'by the cO'Imselor Sl1~8tUlt1all1' lighten 
the teacher load 0 
330 ~p1l8 are give. 1Dd1v14ual interpretations of aceumn1ated 
p.r8o~1 data,? insofar as the1 cart UDderstand and appreciate 
its 8i~1t1canceft 
340 The guidance department Mint a ins a well-taDctioniDB place-
amt ad follow-up seniee to students 0 
35. Student tollow-up stud.ies are mate regttlarly ~ and are kept on 
file as a gaide to 'broadening -ud enriching the guidance I 
.. program 1D the 8caoolo 
36 0 ae e~1l1.' guidance actiTi1i.4e. ill the school eDable all stu-
, 
clents to reali!;e their abilities ad limitations (mental, 
pll1'81cal~ notional) .. an aid to lODg-r&l188 pl..aDn1ug ad 
adjustment 0 
, 370 '!Ae advisory (or first per~~ class guidance program. 
, realizes exc.ll.lIlt pUrposes t ~oup m11dance 0 
38 0 ,Ada1nietrative policies ~ct1on in the school to promote 
COD8truct iT. use of' :f':reedoa b1 st~dent s 0 
390 The p1d8.DCe program in the sch.ool concerns itself even 1I0re 
with pr'eTent1ve than with remedia.l guid.ance ])olic1eS{l 
40 .. student programmiDg in the school is efficient in .eeting' 
tae 1Ddividual •• 4s ot atlldents" 
41. Back student is siven at least .... ,QolmSelor :lute"iev each 
:rear regard,1Dg. his/her personal adjustaent inventor:r 0 
-1-42. ft. combined program. of guidance is we 11 organized. to he 1p 
.. et the needs of ALL students in tlte scb.ool--m.entalp SOCial, 
Pus1eal g em.otional<) , 
43-0 Hotationa of cc.nmselor-1ntervi8Y :f"1nd1Dg8 are made in the ~ confidential :tile folders of the student conoernecl o . -44 .. Teachers and advisors are sive. information about referral -
evaluations and advised as·t~ ~~oper follow-up prooedures" 
450 Th.e guidaacej d.epa.rt_nt is careful not to interrupt or 
reverse guidance processes being used by a teacher or advisor 
when adJustmeD.t is evolving satisfactorily 0 
H: .... KK.Mg (Please 11.88. reverse ai.de i! nec8s8a;r7) 
I 
, , 
